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Abstract

To advance human-machine interfaces (HMI) that can help disabled people reconstruct lost functions of upper-limbs, machine learning (ML) techniques, particularly classification-based pattern recognition (PR), have been extensively implemented to decode human movement intentions from surface electromyography (sEMG) signals. However, performances of ML can be substantially affected, or even limited, by feature engineering that requires expertise in both domain knowledge and experimental experience. To overcome this limitation, researchers are now focusing on deep learning (DL) techniques to derive informative, representative, and transferable features from raw data automatically. Despite some progress reported in recent literature, it is still very challenging to achieve reliable and robust interpretation of user intentions in practical scenarios. This is mainly because of the high complexity of upper-limb motions and the non-stable characteristics of sEMG signals. Besides, the PR scheme only identifies discrete states of motion. To complete coordinated tasks such as grasping, users have to rely on a sequential on/off control of each individual function, which is inherently different from the simultaneous and proportional control (SPC) strategy adopted by the natural motions of upper-limbs.

The aim of this thesis is to develop and advance several DL techniques for the estimation of upper-limb motions from sEMG, and the work is centred on three themes: 1) to improve the reliability of gesture recognition by rejecting uncertain classification outcomes; 2) to build regression frameworks for joint kinematics estimation that enables SPC; and 3) to reduce the degradation of estimation performances when DL model is applied to a new individual. In order to achieve these objectives, the following efforts were made: 1) a confidence model was designed to predict the possibility of correctness with regard to each classification of convolutional neural networks (CNN), such that the uncertain recognition can be identified and rejected;
2) a hybrid framework using CNN for deep feature extraction and long short-term memory neural network (LSTM) was constructed to conduct sequence regression, which could simultaneously exploit the temporal and spatial information in sEMG data; 3) the hybrid framework was further extended by integrating Kalman filter with LSTM units in the recursive learning process, obtaining a deep Kalman filter network (DKFN) to perform kinematics estimation more effectively; and 4) a novel regression scheme was proposed for supervised domain adaptation (SDA), based on which the model generalisation among subjects can be substantially enhanced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

From simple grasps to dexterous manipulations, the upper extremity performs a large number of essential tasks in human activities. Thereby the upper limb amputation, from which millions of individuals are suffering worldwide [7], can affect nearly all aspects of daily life. To help disabled people reconstruct lost functions of hands or arms, surface electromyography (sEMG), the bio-electricity detected from skeletal muscles non-invasively using surface electrodes attached on the skin, has been vastly applied in the control of human-machine interfaces (HMI) including intelligent prostheses and exoskeleton robotics.

Despite the advances in mechanical design of dexterous artificial hands, a vast majority of commercial products still use the threshold control strategy proposed several decades ago [8]. A pair of electrodes are placed on antagonist muscles, and the envelopes of sEMG are extracted for the actuation of prostheses in a single degree of freedom (DOF) such as hand opening/closing or wrist flexion/extension. Once a trigger signal, commonly the muscle co-contraction, is detected to be above the threshold, the control mode is switched to actuate movements in another DOF [9]. Although this strategy is easy to perform, only very limited DOFs can be involved for prosthesis control. Furthermore, since there is no one-to-one
relationship between muscle activities and controlled motions, the lack of intuitiveness can increase the cognitive burden of users, which also contributes to the dissatisfaction of sEMG-based prosthetic devices [10].

In order to increase the user acceptance of myoelectric systems, it is highly desirable to achieve intuitive and multi-functional control by decoding users’ movement intentions from their sEMG patterns directly and correctly. To this end, machine learning (ML) techniques, particularly the pattern recognition (PR) scheme that identifies certain classes of upper-limb motions, have attracted significant research interests in both academia and industry [11–13]. By learning information from collected data, ML works to build a linear or non-linear relationship between sEMG signals and target motions. In general, the implementation of ML includes two core parts: feature engineering and classification. The former is composed of feature extraction, channel selection and dimension reduction. It intends to construct representative sEMG features that are associated with certain muscle activations. Meanwhile, the latter exploits algorithmic strategies to assign input features to one of pre-defined movements/gestures. Both processes can be remarkably influential to decoding performances.

However, feature engineering usually requires expertise in both domain knowledge and experimental experience. In this process, some useful temporal-spatial information, such as the stochastic nature of sEMG signals, may be easily buried [14, 15]. More recently, deep learning (DL) approaches, including convolutional neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN) and auto-encoder (AE), are providing a new perspective for feature learning. To be specific, DL exploits multiple layers of neural networks to extract representative features from sEMG. In particular, these layers of features are not designed by human engineers but learned from raw data using a general-purpose learning procedure [16]. By composing non-linear modules that transform the feature from a lower level (starting from the raw data) to a higher (usually more abstract) level, complex functions can be built to discover intricate structures in high-dimensional data. For instance, CNN utilises convolution layers with learnable filters to discover specific types of patterns in the input image. Higher layers of CNN can detect motifs that
motivation and objectives

Correspond to some parts of target objects rather than just preliminary features of pixels [16]. In short, the main advantage of DL can be summarised as the capability to derive informative, representative, and transferable features from raw data automatically [17]. This process, in many cases, is verified to be more convenient and efficient than feature engineering.

Despite the potential advances of DL, related research on motion estimation using sEMG is still at the very beginning. More importantly, the usability of DL in practical scenarios can be greatly hindered by a number of technical challenges. Firstly, user-safety is critical in myoelectric control systems. However, the performance of a well-trained model can be influenced by various real-time disturbances, resulting in unintended estimations and even unacceptable risks to users [18]. Secondly, PR-scheme only identifies discrete states of gestures and thereby requires users to apply a sequential on/off control of each individual function to complete dexterous manipulation tasks. This is inherently different from the natural control strategy of upper-limbs [19, 20]. For instance, the reaching or grasping movements usually involve simultaneous actuation of wrist orientation and hand posture, rather than the sequential activations of these DOFs. In addition, as a type of bio-electricity, sEMG is user-specific and time-varying. This property often results in a poor generalisation of ML/DL models in the cross-user scenario and long-term utilisation [21, 22].

By addressing some of the aforementioned challenges, the aim of this research is to develop and advance several DL techniques to further enhance the usability of motion estimation in upper-limb myoelectric systems. This target can help to provide a powerful "brain" for HMI to be operated following users’ movement intentions smoothly and naturally. Considering that most upper-limb functions are conducted by hands, this thesis mainly focuses on the decoding of wrist and hand motions using DL techniques. These motions can include a variety of hand postures, the bending of fingers, and rotations of wrist in multiple DOFs. In particular, there are three main objectives in this thesis, including:

1) To investigate the confidence estimation of DL in wrist movement/gesture recognition, such that uncertain results of classifier can be accurately identified.
1.2 Contributions of This Research

The original technical contributions of this research include:

1) Design of a confidence estimation model and a rejection evaluation metric for CNN-based hand movement recognition using sEMG.

2) Development of an online platform to validate the effectiveness of confidence-based rejection in real-time experiments.

3) Investigation of CNN-based feature extraction in multi-DOF joint kinematics estimation.

4) Exploration of the hybrid framework using CNN and LSTM to fully explore the temporal-spatial information in sEMG.

5) Incorporation of LSTM units into the computational graph of Kalman filter to exploit the advantages of two methods in sequence learning.

6) Study on domain shift impacts in the inter-subject scenario and development of a novel regression scheme to support supervised domain adaptation by extracting domain-invariant features among subjects.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of 7 chapters. Besides the abstract and introduction, a brief overview of the remaining chapters and the corresponding contributions is presented below.
Chapter 2 reviews related efforts in upper-limb motion estimation using ML/DL. It mainly focuses on the comparison of feature engineering and feature learning, the post-processing techniques to enhance model reliability, the regression frameworks to enable SPC, and the transfer learning approaches for efficient model recalibration.

Chapter 3 presents the research on confidence estimation in CNN-based hand gesture classification. In this chapter, a novel approach is proposed to estimate the probability of correctness for each classification. Specifically, a confidence estimation model is established to generate confidence scores (ConfScore) based on posterior probabilities of CNN, and an objective function is specially designed to train the parameters of this model. In addition, a comprehensive metric that combines the true acceptance rate and the true rejection rate is proposed to evaluate the rejection performance of ConfScore, such that a better balance between the system security and control lag could be achieved in the design/assessment of a rejection option.

Chapter 4 proposes a hybrid DL model for multi-DOF joint kinematics estimation to achieve SPC in myoelectric systems. The main concern is that CNN can only exploit spatial correlations but ignores the temporal dependencies during continuous muscle contractions. In contrast, long short-term memory neural network (LSTM) is able to capture long-term and non-linear dynamics of time-series data, but it usually works with hand-crafted features that are not sufficiently informative. Inspired by the advantages of CNN and LSTM, a CNN-LSTM hybrid framework is proposed to fully explore the temporal-spatial information in sEMG. More specifically, a CNN model is firstly established to extract deep features from sEMG data, then these features are processed via LSTM-based sequence regression to estimate wrist kinematics more accurately.

Chapter 5 presents an extended work of Chapter 4. The consideration is that DL techniques only intend to capture the relationship between sEMG and target kinematics, but ignore the prior knowledge of the system. Therefore, estimation performances can be easily impacted by measurement noise that are quite common in the detection of sEMG signals. By contrast, Kalman filter applies
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Kalman gain to combine the internal transition model and the observation model effectively, thereby it can be more robust to the noisy measurements. To this end, a novel architecture named LSTM-based Kalman filter process (LSTM-KF) is established to further enhance the sequence regression on high-level features extracted by CNN. Specifically, LSTM-KF adopts the computational graph of KF but estimates parameters of the transition/observation model and the Kalman gain from data using LSTM modules. With this process, the advantages of KF and LSTM can be exploited jointly.

Chapter 6 attempts to address the domain shift impacts on DL in the inter-subject scenario. The motivation is that a pre-trained CNN model usually suffers from severe degradation when testing on a new individual, whereas training a new model from scratch is burdensome. To this end, a novel regression scheme is presented for supervised domain adaptation, based on which the model generalisation can be effectively enhanced. Specifically, a two-stream CNN with shared weights is established to exploit source and target sEMG data simultaneously, such that domain-invariant features can be extracted. To tune CNN weights, both regression losses and a domain discrepancy loss are employed, where the former enable supervised learning and the latter minimises distribution divergences between two domains.

Chapter 7 concludes the efforts of this thesis. It also discusses some potential research directions that could be derived from current work.

1.4 Publication List

The works presented in this thesis have been published in peer-reviewed journals and conferences, and the contents are taken from some of the following articles. The candidate worked as the first author, and the co-authors acted in an advisory capacity, providing feedback, general guidance, and comments.
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Chapter 2

ML and DL for Upper-limb Motion Estimation Using sEMG

2.1 Introduction

In the past decade, ML techniques have been extensively implemented to decode movement intentions from sEMG signals. By learning useful information from data, ML does not rely on the physiological theory to identify human motion intentions, has lower requirement on parameter determination [23], and can be insensitive to the electrode configuration [24]. To date, the classification-based PR scheme has gained most attentions in the research of ML in both literature and commercial products. It aims to identify certain classes of movements/gestures by assuming that sEMG patterns can be reproducible for the same motion but separable among the different [1]. With well-designed feature sets and classification algorithms, encouraging results (> 95% on a large repertoire of motions) have been reported in numerous studies [11]. To better exploit the temporal and spatial information of sEMG, many researchers are now focusing on feature learning that is achieved by DL approaches. Different from feature engineering exploited by ML, this process captures useful representations from raw data using algorithms rather than human expertise. In many cases, the complex mapping
between sEMG and target motions can be built more effectively and efficiently.

This chapter provides an overview of ML/DL techniques in upper-limb myoelectric control. Firstly, the process of ML/DL based motion estimation is formulated. The related efforts in feature engineering and feature learning is then introduced. In addition, recent advancements in post-processing, joint kinematics estimation, and transfer learning are reviewed. The problems of existing approaches will also be highlighted for the purpose of improvement.

### 2.2 From Feature Engineering Towards Feature Learning

#### 2.2.1 Problem Statement

The ML/DL based motion estimation can be formulated as a function that maps sEMG signal to target motions:

\[
\hat{y}_t = f_\theta(x_t),
\]  

(2.1)

where \( \hat{y}_t \) denotes the estimation of \( t^{th} \) data segment, \( x_t \) represents sEMG segments that are obtained by dividing a stream of sEMG signals into overlapping windows of length \( L \), and \( f_\theta(\bullet) \) denotes the algorithmic strategy. Parameters \( \theta \) can be optimised by minimising the loss function \( \mathcal{L}(y, \hat{y}, \theta) \) that evaluates how far the distribution of model predictions is from that of measured movements, where \( \hat{y} \) and \( y \) denote model predictions and corresponding measurements (ground-truth), respectively. It is noted that the formulation of \( \mathcal{L}(y, \hat{y}, \theta) \) varies among different learning tasks. Take the binary classification as example, the dissimilarity between two probability distributions is usually calculated using the cross-entropy loss:

\[
\mathcal{L}(y, \hat{y}, \theta) = \sum_{t=1}^{N} y_t \cdot \log \hat{y}_t + (1 - y_t) \cdot \log (1 - \hat{y}_t),
\]  

(2.2)
where \( N \) denotes the total number of training samples. Herein \( y_t \) is a scalar that takes the value of 0 or 1 to denote the true class of \( t^{th} \) training sample, \( \hat{y}_t \) refers to the probability calculated by ML models. Since sEMG signals are non-stationary and random waves, information offered by raw data can only be utilised efficiently through feature construction with sliding windows. Therefore, a key procedure in Eq. (2.1) is to obtain informative \( \bm{x}_t \) to preserve the separability of sEMG patterns. In fact, Scheme et al. [25] believes that the classification task is essentially a linear problem if feature representation is sufficient. In ML this target is achieved by feature engineering, including feature extraction, channel selection, and dimension reduction. By contrast, DL exploits feature learning that aims to create a better representation by extracting high-level features from input data using multiple layers of processing blocks. In the following part, a brief overview on related works of feature engineering and feature learning in upper-limb myoelectric control will be provided.

### 2.2.2 Feature Engineering

In ML techniques, \( \bm{x}_t \) denotes hand-crafted features, including time domain features (TD), time-serial domain features (TSD), frequency domain features (FD), and time-scale or time-frequency domain features (TSCD/TFD) [26]. Specifically, TD features are calculated based on statistical or physical analysis of signal amplitudes, mainly designed to indicate signal energy, activation level of motor units, or duration of contraction [27]. They include mean absolute value (MAV), integrated absolute value (IAV), variance (VAR), mean absolute value slope (MAVS), Willison amplitude (WAMP), zero crossing (ZC), slope sign changes (SSC), waveform length (WL), root mean square (RMS), etc. TSD features, such as autoregressive coefficients (AR) and Cepstral coefficients (CC), are developed to examine the stability of signals in a time series. By contrast, FD features are statistical properties of power spectrum. They can help to analyse the rate and shape of motor unit action potentials (MUAP). This information is highly related with muscle fatigue. Typical FD features include power spectrum (PS), frequency ratio (FR), mean and median of signal frequencies (FMN, FMD). Moreover, TFD
features, which can be obtained via short-time Fourier transform (STFT), wavelet transform (WT) or wavelet packet transform (WPT), are proposed to integrate temporal and spectral information to identify transient/steady state patterns of muscle contractions. Table 2.1 summarises the mathematical definitions of some commonly used features [26, 28, 29].

Since one feature can only provide limited information, most practices adopt the idea of combing multi-features from different groups [30]. The representative works are the Hudgins’ feature set [31] and the Phinyomark’s feature set [26]. Apparently, the feature combination will result in a very high dimension space for \( f_\theta(\bullet) \) and information redundancy. In this context, dimension reduction can be performed to decrease the computation time while preserving the most discriminative information. Prevalent efforts include principal component analysis (PCA) [30], non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) [32], uncorrelated linear discriminant analysis (ULDA) [33], and independent component analysis (ICA) [34], etc. Besides, decreasing the number of electrodes/channels can also help to reduce feature dimensions and the computational load. Effective approaches such as sequential forward [35] and backward selection [36] have also been proposed.

2.2.3 Feature Learning

In DL structures, both \( x_t \) and \( f_\theta(\bullet) \) can be learned from data simultaneously. Among all DL techniques, CNN is the earliest and also the mostly investigated one in myoelectric control. This is because CNN, a neural network originally designed to recognise visual patterns directly from pixel images, presents an impressive capability of feature learning on high-dimensional raw data. Therefore, CNN is able to exploit the spatial information of sEMG, such that the correlations of muscle groups can be fully considered. Typically, CNN consists of multiple convolution layers, pooling layers and fully-connected layers. In particular, convolution layers are applied to construct discriminative features by using a set of learnable filters/kernels. After training, filters are learned to detect specific types of features in the input, and those features can be mapped to target motions via fully connected layers. In fact, the convolutional layers normally work as feature
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Table 2.1: Mathematical definitions of some commonly used hand-crafted features. Herein, $x_t(l)$ denotes the $l^{th}$ element of $t^{th}$ sliding window, where $l \in [1, L]$ and $L$ denotes the window length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated EMG</strong></td>
<td>$IMEG_t = \sum_{l=1}^{L}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean absolute value</td>
<td>$MAV_t = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>$VAR_t = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} (x_t(l) - \bar{x}_t)^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean absolute value slope</td>
<td>$MAVS_t = MAV_{t+1} - MAV_t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform length</td>
<td>$WL_t = \sum_{l=1}^{L-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean square</td>
<td>$RMS_t = \sqrt{\frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} x_t(l)^2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSD Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive coefficients</td>
<td>$x_t(l) = \sum_{p=1}^{P} a_p x_t(l-p)$, $P$ is the order of AR model, $a_p$ is the coefficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cepstral coefficients</td>
<td>$c_1 = -a_1, c_p = -a_p - \sum_{l=1}^{p-1} \left(1 - \frac{l}{P}\right) a_{p-l}$, $1 \leq l \leq p$, $a_p$ are the AR coefficients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FD Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of signal frequencies</td>
<td>$FMN_t = \sum_{j=1}^{M} f_j p_j / \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_j$ is frequency of the spectrum at frequency bin $j$, $p_j$ is the EMG power spectrum, $m$ is the length of the bin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ratio</td>
<td>$FR = \sum_{j=LLC}^{ULC} p_j / \sum_{j=LHC}^{UHC} p_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULC and LLC are the upper and lower cut-off frequency of the low frequency band; UHC and LHC are those of the high frequency band, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSCD/TFD Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-time Fourier transform</td>
<td>$STFT_t[l,m] = \sum_{n=1}^{L} x_t[n]g[n-l]e^{-j2\pi mn/L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$ is the window function and $m$ denotes the frequency bins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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extractor, and the extracted information are verified to be more representative than those obtained by hand-crafted features [14, 37]. In addition, it is observed that the first convolutional layer may serve for preprocessing to condition the signal for other layers [37].

To apply CNN for motion estimation, the sparse multi-channel sEMG in a segment should be reconstructed as image variable $X_t$ whose size is $C \times L \times 1$ or $1 \times L \times C$, where $C$ represents the number of sensor channels. In practice, these two formats represent the two-dimensional (2D) and one-dimensional (1D) sEMG images, respectively. Besides, when $X_t$ is reconstructed from raw sEMG signals directly, it is named as the time-domain image. Otherwise, a spectrum image can be obtained by applying fast Fourier transform (FFT) on each channel of sEMG. In summary, four basic types of sEMG images can be utilised in myoelectric control, i.e. 2D time-domain image, 2D spectrum image, 1D time-domain image, and 1D spectrum image. Alternatively, sEMG can also be acquired from high-density matrix, and the 2D spatial format can be converted into instantaneous sEMG images that views like a heatmap [38]. The examples of some types of sEMG images are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Since $X_t$ is normally a small-scale input for CNN, architectures based on the simple single-stream LeNet-5 [39] are mostly applied [40–42]. To further improve the learning capability, recent efforts have also been made to optimise architectures, such as a two-stage multi-stream CNN [38], an early-late fusion sub-networks [43], and a parallel multiple-scale convolution architecture [44], etc.

Apart from the spatial information, temporal dependencies of successive segments are also of significance in myoelectric control. This is because sEMG signals can be typically regarded as the time-series data during continuous muscle contractions. To this end, RNN and the variations, i.e. LSTM, gated recurrent units (GRU) and bidirectional RNN (Bi-RNN), have also been widely investigated in myoelectric control [45–48]. The structure of RNN is shown in Figure 2.2. Unlike standard feed-forward neural networks, RNN contains cycles that feed the network activation from a previous time-step to influence predictions at the current step. By using the recursive learning process, contextual information of adjacent
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Figure 2.1: Examples of sEMG images that are constructed from sparse multi-channel signals for CNN-based motion estimation: (a) 2D time-domain image; (b) 1D spectrum image.
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Inputs can be better explored. As demonstrated in Figure 2.2, the unfolded RNN can be seen as very deep feed-forward networks in which all the layers share the same weights [16]. Therefore, one drawback of conventional RNN is that it is difficult to remember content very long due to gradients disappearing. To solve this question, LSTM contains the forget gate to determine the proportion of preceding information that should remain or be thrown away. This is also the way that human brains work. In fact, LSTM has become the most popular version of RNN in a variety of research fields.

Figure 2.2: The structure of RNN and the unfolding in time of the computation. The current input $x_t$ together with the state of the previous hidden layer $h_{t-1}$ will be sent into the current hidden layer to compute the current output $y_t$. In this way, $y_t$ depends on all the previous $x_{t'}$ ($t' \leq t$).

Different from CNN and RNN, AE is an unsupervised technique that leverages neural networks for representation learning from unlabelled data. It typically consists of an encoder part to project sEMG features into the latent space (i.e. hidden vector), and a decoder to regenerate these features from the encoded data. By minimising the difference of original inputs and regenerated outputs, the non-linear relationships in sEMG features can be captured. A typical structure of AE can be found in Figure 2.3. The number of neurons in the hidden vector is usually less than that in the input layer, which will lead to a decline in data dimension. This process is similar to PCA, but AE can learn non-linear transformations by
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![Diagram of an AE model in myoelectric control](image)

Figure 2.3: The structure of a general model of AE in myoelectric control.

using non-linear activation functions and multiple layers. After model training, the encoder is normally remained for feature extraction \[49, 50\], muscle synergy extraction \[51, 52\], and multi-DOFs online control \[53\]. For instance, Rehman *et al.* \[49\] applied stacked sparse AE (SSAE) to multi-day EMG recordings, with the output of encoder working as features for a softmax classifier. The classification results were shown to be competitive to both classical ML methods and CNN. More recently, the combination of CNN and AE, e.g. the convolutional AE, has also been proposed to enable a better feature learning process \[54\].

### 2.2.4 Discussion

The main difference between ML and DL can be summarised as how features are extracted from raw sEMG. As discussed above, a larger variety of hand-crafted features have been developed to provide temporal or/and spectral information of sEMG. Undoubtedly, the combination of hand-crafted features with different types of ML models, as well the associated channel selection and dimension reduction, can be greatly influential to ML performances but do have a high requirement on the expertise in both domain knowledge and experimental ex-
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2.3.1 Problem Statement

In real-time scenarios, characteristics of sEMG signals can be significantly impacted by a variety of disturbances, including 1) electrophysiological changes (e.g. muscle fatigue) [56], 2) varying electrode-skin impedance due to perspiration or humidity [57], 3) external/measurement factors caused by electrode shift [58], and 4) user issues such as variations of contraction intensity, hand orientations and arm positions [3]. Due to the shift of sEMG patterns, performances of pre-trained ML/DL models can decay greatly, which may cause unintended movements and even risks to users. In this context, the improvement of recognition reliability is of vital importance to the user-safety in myoelectric systems. In this section, several representative disturbances that can impact the model robustness will be introduced. Then an overview will be provided with respect to post-processing techniques that are proposed to enhance the reliability of PR-based control scheme.
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2.3.2 Disturbances in Practical Scenarios

Muscle Fatigue

The fatigue occurs to muscles that are being contracted with high strengths for a long time [59]. It can be quantified as a decline in the maximal force or power capacity of the muscle [60]. Due to the decrease of active motor units and the change of conduction velocity of muscle fibres [61], sEMG characteristics such as the time-domain amplitudes and some frequency-domain features can be significantly affected. For instances, Tkach et al. [62] compares power spectral density of EMG signals with and without fatigue in elbow flexion. As we can see, sEMG signals recorded during fatigue are observed to contain higher frequency components as compared with those recorded without fatigue. Accordingly, the estimation performances of ML/DL will be impacted, especially when some sensitive features are involved [62]. To this end, most studies on ML/DL based myoelectric control are elaborately designed to avoid the presence of fatigue, by limiting the duration of a training/testing session, controlling the contraction intensity, and providing enough breaks between trials. Although these settings can work in the laboratory environment, they become infeasible in real-time utilisation of myoelectric systems.

Electrode Shift

Electrode shift is another challenge that impacts the motion estimation in the long-term utilisation. It occurs when users re-wear the myoelectric control systems, such as the donning/doffing or re-positioning of the prosthetic socket, which results in the displacement of electrodes from the original position [63]. In fact, the existence of electrode shift is nearly inevitable since it is hard for users to attach all sensors, particularly the sparse multi-channel electrodes, to the fixed positions on target muscles. In addition, movements of limbs may also cause small shifts of electrodes [59]. Due to the significant changes of sEMG signals acquired in each channel, the feature space after displacement varies accordingly, which results in the great degradation of pre-trained models [64–66]. Besides, it
is also observed that displacement perpendicular to muscle fibres, i.e. the transversal shift such as the rotation of high-density sEMG matrix or armband-typed sensors, have worse impacts than longitudinal shifts [64, 66]. For instance, in a myoelectric system with four EMG channels and ten target gestures, a shift of 1 cm increases the classification error from roughly 5-20% (for longitudinal shift) and to 40% (for transversal shift) [64].

Arm Posture

In most studies, sEMG signals used to train and test a ML/DL model were recorded in a specific arm position. However, this setting is too ideal to match the practical use of myoelectric prosthesis, since the arm postures of users would unavoidably change even when they are performing hand movements [67]. As verified by numerous studies [68–70], sEMG recordings can differ from those that are measured from the same muscles but with different arm posture. The main reason for the variation is that, to keep the limb stabilisation or to counteract the effect of gravity, muscles will work with different effort for the same hand movement. Besides, the muscle geometry will also change accordingly, which contributes to varied myoelectric excitation [63]. For instance, Liu et al. [69] observed that sEMG patterns of different arm postures were shifted in the feature space, and performances of motion estimation decayed consequently. To this end, many researchers suggested to perform hand gestures in several pre-defined arm position, or even a dynamic motion of the arm in 3D space [71–73]. Nevertheless, to eliminate the negative effect of arm position change, more efforts are needed to develop suitable training strategies, robust features and adaptive classifiers.

2.3.3 Post-processing

Multi-window Smoothing

To apply ML/DL in myoelectric control, the sliding window method is normally utilised to extract sEMG signals into successive segments. Considering that adjacent windows of signals are likely to reflect the same motion, multi-window
smoothing approaches have been developed to smooth out noisy outputs. Of all related efforts, majority vote (MV) strategy is the most simple and prevalent one. It was firstly introduced by Englehart and Hudgins \cite{74} to eliminate spurious misclassification in the unprocessed decision stream, and has been vastly applied in hand gesture recognition tasks \cite{75-78}. In general, MV can be formulated as

$$\hat{y}_t \leftarrow \text{mode}\left(\hat{y}_{t-n}, \hat{y}_{t-n+1}, \cdots, \hat{y}_t, \cdots, \hat{y}_{t+m}\right).$$

(2.3)

where mode() returns the value that occurs most frequently in an array, and $m/n$ determines the number of successive segments to be involved.

To summarise, MV presents a viable option to minimise misclassification by employing successive windows of signals to make final decision. In addition to conventional MV, some variations have also been investigated. For instance, Falk-Dahlin \cite{79} developed three modified MV to work with the simultaneous control system. Zhai \textit{et al}. \cite{80} presented a MV-based label updating mechanism for CNN classifier. To increase the total number of votes for a given data stream, Wahid \textit{et al}. \cite{81} developed a multi-window majority voting (MWMV) strategy composed of windows with varying lengths. Experiment results verified that the accuracy differences between MWMV and MV were significant for all tested ML algorithms when utilising 30ms and 50ms window size. Apart from implementations in non-recurrent ML/DL models, Simao \textit{et al}. \cite{82} applied MV for a LSTM classifier to remove the false positive results of time steps that cover the transition period between gestures.

However, MV-based approaches operate on the decision stream directly but do not consider the actual probabilities of misclassification. To this end, a Bayesian fusion (BF) approach was presented based on the Bayesian rule to make the post-processing more accurately \cite{78}. Specifically, BF utilises a number of posterior probabilities in a series of sliding windows to calculate the final probability of each class. The class with highest probability was then selected as the final output. This process can be formulated by Eq. (2.4). In addition, weighting factors were given to each sliding window, such that higher priorities are assigned for the current decisions and lower priorities for previous ones. Experiment results demonstrated that BF outperformed MV significantly in healthy subjects \cite{78}.
and competitive performances in amputees [83].

\[ p(\hat{y}_t | x_{t-n}, \ldots, x_t) = \Delta \prod_{i=t-n}^t p(\hat{y}_i | x_i), \]  

(2.4)

where \( \Delta \) is a constant to normalise the probability distribution.

Another well-known method is the Decision-Based Velocity Ramp (DVR) introduced by Simon et al. [84]. Different from MV and BF, DVR boosts the control reliability by changing the speed of outputted movements rather than the predictions themselves. In specific, DVR forces a new movement to be performed very slowly, and increases the speed as predictions of the same movement are made consecutively. To achieve this goal, counters are applied for each movement to track the speeds that should be performed. Once a prediction has been made by the classifier, the counter of the predicted movement is increased whilst other counters are decreased. Only the movement that is currently predicted can be output, and the speed \( V_{\text{out}} \) is calculated by

\[ V_{\text{out}} = \frac{C_g}{RL} \cdot V_{\text{in}}, \]  

(2.5)

where \( C_g \) is the counter associated with \( g^{\text{th}} \) movement, \( RL \) is the ramp length defined by the experimenter, and \( V_{\text{in}} \) is a desired speed that can be calculated based on muscle intensity. In Eq. (2.5) \( C_g \in [0, RL] \). As reported by [84], a superiority of DVR to MV in classification accuracy was observed, and no delay was introduced to myoelectric control since every prediction was outputted. This is another advantage over MV and BF. To this end, DVR has gained popularity in myoelectric control [85–88].

Confidence Estimation

To enhance the usability of PR approaches in real-time scenarios, it is desirable to alleviate the negative influence of misclassification based on the analysis of model uncertainty. As illustrated by Figure 2.4, a practical solution in myoelectric control is to estimate the confidence of classification results, and a rejection process or smoothing operation will be further performed to cope with the uncertain decisions. In some early efforts, Fukuda et al. [89, 90] suggested to calculate
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Figure 2.4: A typical workflow of confidence estimation for PR-based upper-limb motion estimation. To enhance the model reliability, confidences of classification results are estimated and then processed by a rejection or smoothing operator to obtain the final decision for myoelectric control.

the entropy of a log-linearised Gaussian mixture network to indicate the risk of incorrect discrimination. If the entropy exceeded a pre-specified threshold, meaning that the network output is ambiguous, the associated motor control should be suspended. This idea was further expanded by Sensinger et al. [91] to measure classification confidence, where entropy was calculated as a function of the probability that a feature set belonged in each class. Therefore, a decision obtained low entropy, i.e. high confidence, if only one class had a high probability.

Another representative study for confidence-based rejection was presented by Scheme et al. [92]. The authors linearised and normalised the log probability outputs of an linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier as the confidence metric, and estimations were regarded as no-movement when the associated confidences were below a given threshold. Differently, Amsüss et al. [93] applied a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to indicate the confidence of a LDA classifier and then
facilitate corrections on wrong classifications using past results. In specific, LDA outputs were relabelled as +1 if they were correctly classified and −1 for erroneous ones. Meanwhile, the maximum likelihood of LDA and the mean global muscle activity of the forearm worked as features for MLP-based confidence estimation. To have a deeper perspective of confidence-based rejection, Scheme et al. [94] examined the confidence characteristics of several conventional classifiers, and observed that low confidence were correlated with a decrease in classification accuracy. Moreover, they found that support vector machine (SVM), which allowed for more complex boundaries than other classifiers, provided a more stable rejection-to-threshold relationship during dynamic usage. Based on this finding, Robertson et al. [18] further investigated the range of rejection thresholds for optimal usability of SVM in real-time control.

### 2.3.4 Discussion

As discussed above, performances of PR-based control can be negatively affected by various real-time disturbances. In this context, even a well-trained model can result in unintended estimation, causing additional operations, cognitive burdens, and even unacceptable risks [18]. To improve the reliability of prosthetic control, a variety of post-processing methods have been proposed to reduce the potential estimation errors based on previous outputs or extra information. Herein, multi-window smoothing and confidence estimation were mainly introduced. To be specific, the former approaches attempt to reduce the spurious estimation errors by exploiting information of consecutive sliding windows, and the latter quantify model confidence such that unconfident estimations can be detected and processed. In particular, although ML/DL approaches can improve the functionality of myoelectric control, these methods suffer a lot from the lack of interpretability. In this context, confidence estimation can help to have a deeper insight of these black boxes, providing HMI the ability to not only decide what to do but also if it should be done.
2.4 Regression Scheme to Enable SPC

2.4.1 Problem Statement

In the past decades, PR approaches have been extensively explored to improve the intuitiveness and functionality of myoelectric control. Despite the enormous advances in academia and some success in commercial products [13, 95, 96], there are intrinsic drawbacks related to the unnatural way of performing tasks. Firstly, PR scheme is limited to the identification of discrete states of movements, since only one pre-defined class could be predicted at a time [97]. In order to perform coordinated tasks such as the cursor control or reaching, each individual function has to be selected sequentially. In addition, the lack of proportionality in the selected motions also limits PR approaches, since the control generally only requires on/off mode of operation (a class is either active or not) [20]. By contrast, the control of neuromuscular system towards upper-limb movements are mainly based on the simultaneous and proportional activation of multiple DOFs, which differs a lot from the sequential on/off control mode provided by the PR-based scheme [2].

Unlike classification models that match sEMG data with certain categories of gestures or movements, regression-based approaches aim to achieve a proportional and simultaneous control (SPC) by establishing a continuous mapping between sEMG and joint kinetics/kinematics [1]. In particular, when a regression model is learned to produce proportional outputs for each DOF, simultaneous control of multi-DOFs can be obtained by linear summation of single-DOF activations [98]. The concept of regression-based SPC is well illustrated in Figure 2.5. As we can see, a proportional control on each DOF can be enabled independently. Meanwhile, the coordinated task, i.e. target 3, can be achieved by co-current activations of two basic DOFs. In this way, a more fluent and natural control of the cursor movement can be facilitated.
Figure 2.5: An example of regression-based approaches for the multi-DOFs SPC of the wrist. Targets 1 and 2, i.e. the blue circles, are examples of continuous movements requiring separate activation of DOF1 and DOF2, respectively. Differently, target 3 (red circle) can be reached by simultaneously activating both DOFs. This figure is adapted partially from [1] and [2].
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2.4.2 Experiment Protocols

To build a regression model, a set of training data that contain both sEMG and associated movement labels are normally required. For healthy participants, the joint movements can be measured via sensors attached on the arm. For instance, a vision-based motion tracking system is often utilised to calculate wrist angles for corresponding sEMG signals \([99–101]\). These systems is composed of 6 to 12 infrared digital video cameras and can provide high accuracy of motion measurement in 3 dimensional space. However, the optical devices require a static workspace and heavy financial cost. Therefore, more economical and flexible tracking systems, such as IMU \([102, 103]\) and data glove \([104, 105]\), can be utilised alternatively. As for joint forces or torques, custom platforms integrated with load cells are usually developed for data labelling \([106, 107]\).

In terms of experiments with amputees involved, it is not possible to measure kinematics of the missing limb. To this end, the mirror training strategy has been developed, in which the kinematics are measured from the able hand (assuming that the amputation is unilateral) and EMG is measured from the contralateral side with limb deficiency \([104, 105, 108, 109]\). Another approach to obtain training labels for amputees, particularly those with bilateral amputation, is to use visual cues as movement targets \([20]\), based on which the amputees can adjust the pattern and intention of muscle contractions. For instance, in Ref \([110]\) participants were asked to elicit the wrist movement with an intensity proportional to a progress bar on the screen. For combined motions, they then increased or decreased both DOFs simultaneously following the progress bar.

2.4.3 Estimation Models

To enhance continuous estimation of joint kinematics/kinetics, numerous efforts have been made to develop advanced mapping techniques. Based on the hypothesis of muscle synergies, Jiang et al. utilised the classic non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) to extract sEMG signals into wrist kinetics \([106]\). Choi et al. then employed a non-negative muscle synergy matrix to map muscle activ-
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ities in a real-time cursor control [111]. In general, conventional factorisation methods need to identify the muscle synergies and weighting functions associated with single-DOF separately. To improve experiment efficiency and model accuracy, sparseness constraints were further considered in NMF matrix, so that a quasi-unsupervised factorisation approach could be established [98].

Alternative to synergy-based schemes, a more intuitive and efficient scheme is to apply supervised ML/DL models. In previous literature, a variety of linear and nonlinear algorithms, including linear regression (LR), MLP, kernel ridge regression (KRR), support vector regression (SVR), random forest (RF), and Gaussian process regression (GPR) etc., have been extensively investigated [102, 105, 112, 113]. According to an offline test on LR, MLP and NMF, the first two ML models surpassed the semi-unsupervised NMF algorithm by a large margin [114]. This result can be explained by a consensus that, with sufficient labelled training data, supervised learning algorithms usually outperform unsupervised ones for the same ML task [115]. Besides, a study on real-time prosthetic control [116] indicated that LR based SPC could be superior to conventional control strategies in clinic tests. Apart from developments in mapping functions, considerable efforts have also been given to channel selection [35, 107], training paradigms [117], man-machine co-adaptive learning [118], and control robustness against real-time disturbances such as doing/doffing and arm position effect [119].

2.4.4 Discussion

Despite the above advancements in SPC, it is still widely accepted that only limited number of DOFs can be controlled reliably using regression techniques [120], and that the estimation is often not accurate enough to support precise movements [114]. For example, in a task to rotate the wrist to pour liquid into a cup, regression-based SPC was observed to produce inadvertent combined movements, increasing the risk of erroneous drops or squeezing the bottle [120]. To this end, DL has become a hot-spot in recent literature. As discussed in Section 2.1, the main perspective of DL is to obtain more informative sEMG features via representation learning. Nevertheless, the research on DL-based regression is still
at the very beginning, particularly compared with studies on DL in PR-based scheme. More efforts are thereby required for further improvement of regression accuracy and robustness in SPC.

2.5 Transfer Learning for Fast Model Recalibration

2.5.1 Problem Statement

Classical ML/DL assumes that training and testing data stem from the same underlying distribution [121]. However, as discussed in Section 2.2, this assumption is often violated by a variety of practical disturbances, which can be referred as domain shift in ML/DL applications. Furthermore, as a type of bio-electricity, sEMG is user-specific and time-variant, resulting in a poor generalisation of pre-trained models among subjects or in the long-term utilisation. For instance, Waris et al. [22] studied the distribution of sEMG patterns collected in different days, and found that the discrepancy of feature space increased over time, providing a clear indication of the high variability in sEMG signals. Besides, due to the user-specific nature in physiological, anatomical and biochemical characteristics of muscles, this variation is even more serious when DL models are implemented in the inter-subject circumstance. Although retraining a new model that is specific to the targeted scenario can help to address this issue, considerable number of data need to be recollected and relabelled, which is inconvenient or even infeasible in practical applications.

To this end, transfer learning (TL) has been explored in upper-limb motion estimation to reduce domain shift impacts. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, TL utilises the knowledge learned in the source domain to promote the learning process in a target domain where sufficient labelled data are unavailable. Mathematically, given a source domain $D^S$ and learning task $T^S$, while a target domain $D^T$ and learning task $T^T$, TL improves $f_\theta(\bullet)$ in $D^T$ using the knowledge in $D^S$. 
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Figure 2.6: The basic process of TL in myoelectric control. The arm position change and electrode shift are adapted from [3] and [4].

where $D^S \neq D^T$ and/or $T^S \neq T^T$. As summarised by [122], when $D^S \neq D^T$ but $T^S = T^T$, the TL tasks can be narrowed as domain adaptation (DA). In this context, a label-specified but domain-invariant subspace is desired to be extracted from original feature spaces. Besides, a TL task $\langle D^S, T^S, D^T, T^T, f_{\theta}(\bullet) \rangle$ is referred as conventional TL if $f_{\theta}(\bullet)$ is a traditional ML model, or deep TL when $f_{\theta}(\bullet)$ reflects a deep neural network.

2.5.2 Conventional TL

The foundation of a positive TL/DA is that $D^S (D^S \neq D^T)$ can provide useful information for the estimation tasks in $D^T$. In another words, there are supposed to be inherent user-independent properties buried in sEMG signals. In this context, a preliminary study was firstly presented by Saponas et al. [24], verifying that pooling data from multiple users yielded a classification result higher
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than chances for a novel user. This observation indicates the possibility to build cross-user algorithms. Orabona’s et al. [123] then proposed an adaptation process to complete the model adaptation among different users, in which the best matched model was modified from a pool of stored datasets to fit a new subject. Chattopadhyay et al. [124] proposed a multi-source DA methodology based on predominantly conditional probability differences between the source and target distributions, and improved the subject independent classification accuracy by 5%. Matsubara et al. [125] proposed a projection approach based on bi-linear model composed of user-dependent factors and motion-dependent factors, where the latter could be further used as user-independent features for a motion classifier. More recently, Zhang et al. [126] introduced a dual layer transfer learning (dualTL) framework composed of two layers. The first layer leveraged the correlations of sEMG among users to label target gestures whose confidence was sufficiently high. In the second layer, other gestures of the testing user were labelled according to the consistencies of sEMG signals from himself/herself. Jiang et al. [21] proposed a correlation based data weighting (COR-W) method for model calibration. The domain shift level between source subjects and the target subject was firstly evaluated via correlation alignment (CORAL), then a weighted least squares was employed to develop a calibrated EMG torque model based on previous training trials.

To address model degradation in the long-term utilisation, Chen et al. [127] extended linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) to the self-enhancing versions using additional knowledge from the classified data in testing set. In this way, model parameters can be updated in the following days continuously. Liu et al. [128] proposed a DA algorithm for both LDA and a polynomial classifier, where the new model automatically reused pre-trained models as inputs. Following this study, Zhu et al. [129] introduced a cascaded adaptation scheme including a DA component and a self-enhancing component. In specific, the first part reused the previous model to reduce the re-training data, and the second updated model parameters according to new data samples and corresponding recognised labels. To further promote the rapid
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re-calibration, Cosima et al. [130] investigated a TL approach based on the generalised matrix learning vector quantisation (GMLVQ) classifier, such that only a very small amount of training data was required. Benjamin et al. [4] presented an expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm which learned a linear transfer function between the target and source space, thereby samples in the target space could be classified correctly by the source space classifier after data mapping. By weighting the importance of training samples in the prediction of testing outputs, Vidovic et al. [131], Kanoga et al. [132] and Jung et al. [133] investigated the co-variate shift adaptation methods to calibrate parameters of conventional classifiers such as LDA or GPR.

Among the variety of efforts in conventional TL, canonical correlation analysis (CCA), a method with well-established theory and low computational complexity, has become a prevalent framework [134–138]. Theoretically, CCA is able to find linear transformations and extract pairs of canonical variables (CVs) to reflect the correlations between two sets [135]. In myoelectric control, CCA attempts to extract inherent user-independent properties of sEMG signals generated from the same motions under different conditions [137]. Khushaba et al. [134] firstly exploited CCA to promote multi-user myoelectric interfaces. In specific, a unified-style space was built by correlating feature matrices of each subject with the matrix of an expert subject. Then a classifier was trained using the CCA-based mapping. Following this idea, Cheng et al. [135] used CCA to extract the homogeneity of sEMG signals generated by the same gestures, such that the adverse effect of arm positions can be suppressed. Fan et al. [136] applied CCA to eliminate the reduction of classification accuracy caused by electrode shift. To further minimise the discrepancies in probability distribution functions between transformed features matrices of training and testing sets, Xue et al. [137] integrate CCA with optimal transport (OT) which can transport the source samples onto the distribution of target domain.
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2.5.3 Deep TL

As aforementioned, it now becomes a trend to employ DL in myoelectric control for deriving representative features from raw sEMG. Therefore, deep TL has gained growing interests in recent years. Based on previous studies, deep TL in myoelectric control can be divided into two main categories: network-based approaches and feature-based approaches. Figure 2.7 demonstrates the typical structure of these two approaches. In the structure, a network is firstly trained in $D_T$ with sufficient labelled data. Then, partial of this network are maintained by freezing the weights, and the non-frozen part is updated using either labelled or unlabelled target data. Differently, feature-based structure attempts to obtain domain-invariant features via domain alignment. To be specific, front-layers of the network extract features from two domains for domain loss calculation, aiming to reduce the mismatch of feature distributions in the latent space.

As a simple implementation of the network-based deep TL, fine-tuning (FT) has become the most prevalent approach in myoelectric control. A representative effort was presented by Wang et al. [139]. The authors utilised FT to enhance the training of RCNN module of a multi-modal DL structure, where $D_S$ data came from a public sEMG database whilst $D_T$ was composed of multimodal data collected from experiments. Kim et al. [140] proposed a subject-transfer framework by fine-tuning the supportive CNN classifiers, where the estimation model was examined to be more robust in terms of intra-user variability. Ameri et al. [141] employed FT to reduce the electrode shift impact on CNN performances. Experiments in both hand gesture recognition and wrist kinematics estimation verified that FT outperformed a simple aggregation of pre-shift and post-shift sets. Different from above efforts which utilised the sparse multi-channel sEMG signals, the generalisation of spatial features extracted from high-density sEMG matrix was also verified for both new subjects and new gestures through FT [142]. In addition, Demir et al. [143] applied the AlexNet pre-trained in computer vision tasks to fine-tune the sEMG images. Bird et al. [144] investigated the performances of FT for the transfer learning between sEMG and EEG signals, and observed that the knowledge could be successfully transferred between two
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Figure 2.7: The typical structures of deep TL in upper-limb myoelectric control: (a) network-based deep TL; (b) feature-based deep TL. Note that unsupervised TL can be applied when the target labels/loss are unavailable.
modalities. To further enhance the effectiveness FT, Chen et al. [145] constructed the source gesture set composed of various states of elbow, wrist and finger joints. They observed that even if a new gesture was not included in the source set, a good recognition accuracy could be obtained as long the activation modes of muscles were covered.

Apart from conventional FT, several other efforts have been conducted to exploit network-based approaches. For example, Du et al. [41] presented a multi-stream AdaBN method to boost the inter-session performances of CNN. In the recognition phase, the adaptation process was performed by updating the statistics of batch normalisation with unlabelled calibration data. Côté-Allard et al. [146, 147] applied the Progressive Neural Networks (PNN) to decrease the training burden in hand gesture recognition. In this framework, the pre-training source network was frozen, and a new network with random initialisation was connected with source network using merging layers. Ketykó et al. [148] proposed a RNN-based two-stage framework which consists of a linear DA layer and a sequence classifier. In the adaptation stage, weights of the sequence classifier were frozen in their pre-trained state, and the DA layer weights were trained on the target data set using a supervised loss function.

For feature-based deep TL, weights of the network are updated by learning information from both source and target domain simultaneously, and DA takes place by aligning feature distributions of different domains in the latent space. Inspired by the success of Domain-Adversarial Neural Networks (DANN) [149], Côté-Allard et al. [37] presented the Adaptive DANN (ADANN) for cross-subject training. This objective was achieved by adding a domain classification head to a conventional CNN. During back-propagation, this operation learned to discriminate source and target domains via a gradient reversal process that forced the feature distributions over domains to be similar. Using a self-calibration strategy, the effectiveness of ADANN was then validated in the presence of confounding factors including inter-session and across-day variations [150]. In another following work, Campbell et al. [138] further tested ADANN in the cross-subject classification by requiring minimal training data from an end-user. Compared
with the state-of-the-art CCA methods [134, 135], ADANN was verified to be more effective for alleviating the training burden.

### 2.5.4 Discussion

In the past decade, both CTL and DTL have been widely investigated to address domain shift impacts in the cross-subject scenario and long-term utilisation. Based on model structures, DTL can be categorised into network-based methods and feature-based ones. Actually, as mentioned in Figure 2.7, there is another categorisation for both CTL and DTL, i.e. the supervised TL (STL) and unsupervised TL (UTL). In STL a small amount of labelled data are present in $D_T$, but these data are usually insufficient to train a new model from scratch. By contrast, sufficient but unlabelled $D_T$ new data are available in UTL. According to related studies on both conventional TL [91, 137] and deep TL [141], STL usually perform significantly better than UTL. Apart from a lower accuracy, another potential drawback of UTL methods is that they usually require all exemplars in $D_T$ to be included in the calibration process, resulting in a much larger computational load than STL. Therefore, the majority of efforts in DTL is still focusing on STL, e.g. FT [139–145] to achieve a fast and effective model recalibration.

### 2.6 Summary

In this chapter, a survey of previous works on ML/DL based upper-limb motion estimation is presented, with focuses on 1) differences between feature engineering and feature learning, 2) some of the main challenges that limit utilisation of ML/DL in myoelectric system, and 3) recent efforts to cope with those limitations. In Section 2.1, an overview on a variety of efforts in feature engineering is provided. In addition, feature learning achieved by CNN, RNN, and AE is also summarised. Section 2.2-2.4 review the achievements in post-processing to enhance reliability of movement/gesture recognition, regression-based joint kinematics estimation to enable SPC, and transfer learning to boost model robust-
ness and adaptation in cross-subjects or cross-days scenarios.

From this survey it can be indicated that DL, which has shown great potentials in the exploitation of sEMG patterns from raw data, can be more effective than ML in myoelectric control. However, it is also summarised that current progresses of DL are still much inadequate to overcome existed challenges in real-time applications. To be specific, experiment results presented by related literature are mainly examined under simple and static laboratory settings, whereas usability in practical scenarios has not been fully considered. In addition, most advances are designed for PR-scheme that can not well support the natural control strategy of upper-limbs. Therefore, this dissertation aims to conduct a study on DL-based motion estimation, particularly working on 1) confidence assessment to improve recognition reliability in practical scenarios, 2) regression approaches to decode joint kinematics from sEMG accurately, and 3) DTL to eliminate domain shift impacts. In the following chapters, our contributions towards above objectives will be introduced elaborately.
Chapter 3

CNN Confidence Estimation for Rejection-based Hand Gesture Classification

To improve the intuitiveness and functionality of myoelectric control, PR approaches have been extensively applied to decode user movement intentions from sEMG. However, as introduced in Section 2.3, the classification accuracy tends to degrade significantly when hand movements are performed in the daily living environment, mainly due to a variety of practical disturbances, such as muscle fatigue, electrode shift, arm position changes, etc. that result in significant variations between training and testing data. On the other hand, control reliability is critical to myoelectric systems since an unintended activation of the actuator may result in unacceptable risks to users.

Therefore, this chapter focuses on improving the reliability of DL techniques in PR-based control scheme. Specifically, a confidence estimation model is established to generate confidence scores based on posterior probabilities of CNN, and an objective function is designed to train the parameters of this model. In addition, a comprehensive metric that combines the true acceptance rate and the true rejection rate is proposed to evaluate the rejection performance of confid-
ence scores, so that the trade-off between system security and control lag could be fully considered. The effectiveness of our method is verified using data from public databases and our online platform.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

Similar to many other safety-critical applications of ML/DL such as medical diagnosis and autonomous driving, myoelectric systems have high requirements on the reliability of prediction models. Currently most protocols simply assume that clean dataset are available for model training/testing. However, this assumption barely holds in practical scenarios. In fact, most classifier could only output one of the predefined gestures even though sEMG inputs have varied dramatically from training samples [18]. Moreover, even small perturbations to the input of classifiers can result in producing erroneous and over-confident predictions [151]. This issue can cause large uncertainties in classification as well as meaningless or unwanted outcomes. Therefore, the reliability of PR approaches is still significantly limited.

To this end, confidence estimation is now being investigated for quantitative evaluation of classification uncertainties. A rejection process can be cascaded with the classifier to refuse unconfident classification results, thus improving the reliability of myoelectric control systems by reducing erroneous movements. Numerous confidence estimation methods have been proposed in the past decade. For instance, Scheme et al. [92] calculated the maximum posterior probability of LDA as the confidence metric. Estimated hand motions would be reverted to no movement when the associated confidence was below a given rejection threshold. Sebastian et al. [93] combined the maximum posterior probability of LDA and RMS of sEMG as confidence features, based on which a cascaded MLP was trained to detect potentially erroneous decisions of LDA. Scheme et al. [94] examined the confidence characteristics of several conventional classifiers, whilst Robertson et
al. [18] verified the optimal rejection threshold for myoelectric control driven by SVM. However, these studies exploited mainly the confidence characteristics of traditional machine learning ML methods, where both the classification accuracy and rejection performances depend heavily on the design and selection of hand-crafted features; therefore, it is more desirable to develop learning algorithms that can extract representative features from raw data [110].

Currently, DL techniques, particularly CNN, are becoming popular in hand gesture recognition due to their strong capability of deriving data-dependent features automatically from sEMG [152], and better performance of CNN over traditional ML methods has been reported in previous studies [38, 43, 44, 80, 153, 154]. In this context, many researchers have started to link the class probability distribution to the confidence of CNN classification accuracy. For example, Ranjan et al. [155] predicted the task labels through the HyperFace network and recognised regions as faces when the maximum probability was above a certain threshold. Zhang et al. [156] utilised the probability distribution of CNN as its confidence feature and designed a decision fusion rule for remotely sensed image classification. Wang et al. [157] proposed the “I Don’t Know“ (IDK) prediction cascades framework leveraging the entropy of CNN likelihoods. Wan et al. [158] designed a Confidence Network (ConfNet) on the basis of probability distribution to generate confidence features and evaluate classification correctness. However, all these studies were conducted for computer vision tasks. To our best knowledge, the CNN confidence estimation and rejection analysis have yet to be investigated in myoelectric control.

3.1.2 Contribution

In this chapter, a novel approach is proposed to estimate the probability of correctness for each output of the classifier. The main contributions of the chapter include: 1) a confidence estimation model established to generate confidence scores (ConfScore) based on posterior probabilities of CNN, and an objective function designed to train parameters on this model; and 2) a comprehensive metric which combines the true acceptance rate and the true rejection rate proposed to evaluate
rejection performances so that the trade-off between system security and control lag could be fully considered. Effectiveness of ConfScore was verified using data from public databases and our online platform. Experimental results illustrate that ConfScore can better reflect the correctness of CNN classifications than traditional confidence features, i.e., maximum posterior probability and entropy of the probability vector. Moreover, the rejection performances are observed to be less sensitive to variations of rejection thresholds.

3.1.3 Chapter Organisation

The reminder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 firstly introduces the framework of the confidence-based rejection for hand gesture recognition. It then presents the proposed CNN classifier, the confidence estimation model, the rejection rule, and the comprehensive evaluation metric. Section 3.3 introduces the setups of public databases and the online experiment. Section 3.4 demonstrates the experiment results. Section 3.5 presents the analysis of ConfScore in both confidence estimation and rejection evaluation. Conclusions are drawn in Section 3.6.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 CNN-based Confidence Estimation and Rejection

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, when a new classification is made by CNN, the posterior probability vector \( p = [p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m] \) is produced in the softmax layer, where \( m \) represents the number of hand gestures to be classified. Utilising this probability vector, the confidence estimation model can generate confidence scores to indicate the probability of correctness for each classification. Based on confidence scores, a threshold-based rejection process can be implemented to decide either to accept the estimated class or to revert the unconfident prediction to a no motion state. This rejection rule can be regarded as a flexible binary classi-
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fier cascaded to CNN [157] and has been widely adopted in myoelectric control systems [18, 92, 94] and computer vision tasks [155, 157–159].

3.2.2 CNN Classifier

Since CNN is a neural network originally designed for processing data in the form of multiple arrays such as images, a matrix $X_t$ is firstly constructed from sEMG signals. As aforementioned in Section 2.2.3, a sliding window method is utilised to obtain $X_t$ from a segment of multi-channel signals. Herein, $X_t$ is designed as a $1 \times L \times C$ matrix, where $L$ denotes the window length and $C$ represents the number of sensor channels. This 1D multi-channel format [160] is utilised since spatial correlations of all sEMG channels can be efficiently exploited via convolution operations. The sEMG matrix $X_t$ is finally obtained by applying fast Fourier transform (FFT) to signals of each channel, as the spectrum of sEMG is observed to be less noisy and thereby more distinguishable than sEMG data in the temporal domain.

Since $X_t$ is normally a small-scale input for CNN, architectures based on LeNet-5 [39] are still dominant in myoelectric systems [40–42]. In this study, a single stream CNN is adopted for the trade-off between classification accuracy and computational efficiency. As illustrated in Table 3.1, the presented CNN consists of two convolutional layers, one fully connected layer and a softmax layer. After each convolutional layer, a batch normalisation layer (for model robustness by reducing covariate shifts in intermediate representations after convolutional operations [161]), a ReLU layer (for non-linearisation), a max-pooling layer (for subsampling) and a dropout layer (for regularisation) are attached subsequently. Actually, our CNN classifier can be regarded as a simplification of the network proposed in [42]. It can be empirically observed that our simplified network can also work efficiently on these public datasets but with less training time.

As mentioned above, CNN can produce a posterior probability vector $p = [p_1, p_2, \cdots, p_m]$ for each classification. Herein $G$ is denoted as the hand gesture, and $p_g$ ($g = 1, \ldots, m$ and $\sum_1^m p_g = 1$) corresponds to the probability of the $g^{th}$ gesture $P(G_g|X_t)$. The gesture-owning maximum probability is taken as the
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Figure 3.1: The framework for rejection-based hand gesture classification using CNN confidence.
### 3.2 Methodology

Table 3.1: Layers configuration of implemented CNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>$1 \times L \times C$ sEMG matrix after FFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D Convolution, 32 kernels in size of 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Normalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxPooling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D Convolution, 64 kernels in size of 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Normalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxPooling, pool size of 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Connected Layer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax Layer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final prediction:

$$\hat{G} = \arg \max_{G_g} \{ P(G_g|X_t) \}_{g=1,...,m}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Ideally $p$ is expected to be a one-hot vector for a correct prediction, whilst a uniform distribution is reported when CNN becomes quite uncertain [158]. Thus $p$ can be utilised to exploit confidence features for CNN.

#### 3.2.3 Confidence Estimation

To indicate how confident the CNN classifier is about its prediction, a confidence estimation model is proposed by applying a zero-order smooth-step function to the weighted posterior probability distribution of CNN. The mathematical expression of this confidence model is

$$\hat{G} = \arg \max_{G_g} \{ P(G_g|X_t) \}_{g=1,...,m}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)
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ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \) = \[
\begin{cases}
0 & \mathbf{p}^* \beta^T \leq \gamma_1 \\
\frac{\mathbf{p}^* \beta^T - \gamma_1}{\gamma_2 - \gamma_1} & \gamma_1 < \mathbf{p}^* \beta^T < \gamma_2 \\
1 & \mathbf{p}^* \beta^T \geq \gamma_2
\end{cases}
\] \quad (3.2)

where \( \mathbf{p}^* = [p^*_1, p^*_2, \ldots p^*_m] \) is obtained by sorting the posterior probability vector \( \mathbf{p} \) in a descending order. The element \( p^*_1 \) is the largest posterior probability in \( \mathbf{p} \) and \( p^*_m \) is the smallest. \( \beta = [\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots \beta_m] \) is a coefficient vector, \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are user-defined hyper-parameters to decide left and right edges. Similar to Confnet proposed in [158], ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \) can be regarded as a feed-forward neural network cascaded with the softmax layer of CNN. Due to characteristics of the smooth-step function, outputs of ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \) are mapped between \([0, 1]\). In the following part, ConfScore is used to denote estimations of ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \).

In this study, \( \beta \) is designed as a learnable parameter that can be tuned in a supervised manner. To obtain training data for ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \), a group of classification results of CNN is firstly prepared as follows

\[
T_r = \{ (\mathbf{p}^*_1, \hat{G}_1, \tilde{G}_1), \ldots, (\mathbf{p}^*_N, \hat{G}_N, \tilde{G}_N) \}, \quad (3.3)
\]

where \( \hat{G}_j \) is the estimated class obtained by Eq. 3.1, \( \tilde{G}_j (j = 1, \ldots, N) \) denotes the ground truth gesture for the \( j^{th} \) sample.

Then \( T_r \) is relabelled using \( l_j \) by

\[
l_j = \begin{cases}
1 & \hat{G}_j = \tilde{G}_j \\
-1 & \hat{G}_j \neq \tilde{G}_j
\end{cases}
\]

where a relabelled dataset \( T = \{ (\mathbf{p}^*_1, l_1), \ldots, (\mathbf{p}^*_N, l_N) \} \) can be obtained to provide ground-truth labels for the supervised learning of ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \). Specifically, the ground truth of ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \) is +1 for correct CNN outcomes or -1 for erroneous ones. To tune parameter \( \beta \) effectively, a metric should be determined to evaluate the performance of ConfScore \( (\mathbf{p}^*, \beta) \) in \( T \). Considering that higher scores should be correlated with more accurate predictions, Wan \textit{et al.} [158] defined the mean effective confidence (MEC) as follows:
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\[
\text{MEC} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j \in T} \text{ConfScore} \left( \rho_j^d, \beta \right) * l_j, \tag{3.5}
\]

where MEC \( \in [-1, 1] \). From Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5 we can see that a larger MEC can be obtained when correct classifications have the higher ConfScore results whilst erroneous decisions are with the lower scores. In other words, when a better confidence estimation is conducted for \( T \), the separation between correct and erroneous CNN predictions is expected to be more distinguishable [94].

However, as shown in Eq. 3.5, MEC averages the confidence features of all samples in \( T \). Thus MEC is sensitive to an unbalanced \( T \) which is composed of either too many correct or erroneous classifications. To solve this problem, Balanced MEC (BMEC) is further defined as

\[
\text{BMEC} = \frac{1}{N_1} \sum_{i \in T_C} \text{ConfScore} \left( \rho_i^*, \beta \right) * l_i \\
+ \frac{1}{N_2} \sum_{j \in T_E} \text{ConfScore} \left( \rho_j^*, \beta \right) * l_j, \tag{3.6}
\]

where BMEC \( \in [-1, 1] \), \( T_C \) is only composed of correct classifications \( (l = 1) \) whilst \( T_E \) only consists of erroneous classifications \( (l = -1) \). The number of samples in \( T_C \) and \( T_E \) is defined as \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), respectively. Compared with MEC, BMEC is more robust to the imbalance of \( T_C \) and \( T_E \).

Based on Eq. 3.6, the optimisation of \( \beta \) can be defined as

\[
\hat{\beta} = \arg \max_{\beta} \text{BMEC}. \tag{3.7}
\]

Since Eq. 3.7 works as the objective function and is non-differentiable, heuristic methods can be adopted to find obtain the local optimal \( \hat{\beta} \). Herein, the genetic algorithm (GA) is applied in which solutions can evolve efficiently over generations. GA is one of the most widely applied evolution algorithms in the optimisation of intricate problems in different fields. Compared with many other heuristic algorithms, it is believed to own better global searching capability [162]. The whole process can be summarised in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: The Proposed ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \).

**Input:** A group of CNN outcomes \( T_r \), hyper-parameters \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \).

**Output:** Optimal weights \( \hat{\beta} \)

1: Construct the relabelled dataset \( T \) from \( T_r \).
2: Initialise \( \beta \).
3: Use GA to search \( \hat{\beta} \):
   4: Based on Eq. 3.2, calculate ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \) for each sample in \( T \).
   5: Based on Eq. 3.6, calculate the BMEC value using outputs of the obtained ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \) together with corresponding labels \( l \) in \( T \).
   6: Update \( \beta \) using GA operators, where BMEC works as the objective function.
   7: Until GA is converged.
8: Return \( \hat{\beta} \) to obtain the final confidence model.

3.2.4 Rejection Rule

In the rejection process, CNN classifications whose ConfScore is smaller than a user-defined threshold \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) should be rejected to no motion states. Thus, the rejection function can be formulated as

\[
R (p^*, \alpha) = \begin{cases} 
\text{accept} & \text{ConfScore} \left( p^*, \hat{\beta} \right) \geq \alpha \\
\text{reject} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (3.8)
\]

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, once \( \hat{\beta} \) is calculated and \( \alpha \) is determined, these parameters can be applied in the rejection framework to decrease erroneous movements and thereby enhance model reliability in myoelectric control systems.

3.2.5 Rejection Analysis

Since \( R (p^*, \alpha) \) works as a binary classifier to further identify CNN predictions, the rejection results can be divided into true acceptance (TA) cases, false ac-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2: Descriptions of TA/FA/FR/TR cases in rejection process.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CNN Classifications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R ( (p^*, \alpha) )</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptance (FA) cases, false rejection (FR) cases and true rejection (TR) cases. Descriptions of TA/FA/FR/TR are listed in Table 3.2. Based on these cases, the true acceptance rate (TAR) can be calculated to denote the proportion of correct CNN estimations to be accepted by \( R \ (p^*, \alpha) \), whereas the true rejection rate (TRR) is the rejection ratio of erroneous classifications:

\[
\text{TAR} = \frac{\sum TA}{\sum TA + \sum FR}
\]
\[
\text{TRR} = \frac{\sum TR}{\sum TR + \sum FA}.
\]  

(3.9)

Herein, TRR represents the rejection efficiency whilst TAR corresponds to the cost. According to previous work [94], a trade-off between TRR and TAR is essential to the evaluation of \( \alpha \) because a small \( \alpha \) can result in the acceptance of too many erroneous classifications, whilst a large one may reject too many correct decisions. In this study, a novel evaluation metric \( \text{Fit} \) is proposed to consider both TRR and TAR:

\[
\text{Fit} = \text{TAR} + \text{TRR} - 1.
\]  

(3.10)

From Table 3.2 and Eq. 3.9 we can see that TRR and TAR correspond to specificity and sensitivity in binary classification, respectively. Thus \( \text{Fit} \) in Eq. 3.10 is equivalent to the Youden’s J statistic, a commonly used measure of overall differentiation effectiveness in disease diagnoses [163, 164].

The error rate (Err) is related to user security in myoelectric control systems, hence it is also of great concern in rejection. For a CNN, Err can be simply equal
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to $1 - \text{Acc}$, where \text{Acc} denotes the classification accuracy \cite{43}:

$$\text{Acc} = \frac{\text{number of correct classifications}}{\text{number of test samples}} \times 100\%. \quad (3.11)$$

When $R (p^*, \alpha)$ is applied, part of the erroneous classifications will be rejected as no motion states, thus only those that are wrongly accepted by $R (p^*, \alpha)$ will be counted as errors. Referring to Table 3.2, \text{Err} is revised as

$$\text{Err} = \begin{cases} 
1 - \text{Acc} & \text{CNN} \\
\frac{\sum\text{FA}+\sum\text{FR}+\sum\text{FA}+\sum\text{TR}}{\sum\text{FA}} & \text{CNN+Reject}
\end{cases}. \quad (3.12)$$

3.2.6 Baseline Methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of the ConfScore model, two popular confidence features, i.e., the maximum posterior probability (MaxProb) and the entropy of the probability distribution \cite{157, 158}, are utilised as the baseline. In accordance with \cite{158}, MaxProb is normalised from $[\frac{1}{g}, 1]$ to $[0, 1]$ for a fair comparison, where $g$ is the number of classes. Considering that entropy is in general negatively related to classification accuracy, the inverse entropy (IEntropy) is defined as

$$\text{IEntropy} = \log_2 m + \frac{\sum_{g=1}^{m} p_g \log_2 p_g}{\log_2 m}. \quad (3.13)$$
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3.3.1 Public Datasets

To evaluate the confidence estimation and rejection performance, six datasets of the NinaPro database (denoted as DB1-DB6, respectively) were utilised. DB1 was recorded using 10 Otto Bock 13-E200 electrodes. DB2, DB3 and DB6 were recorded using a Delsys Trigno wireless system. DB4 was recorded with a Cometa Wave Wireless sEMG system using Dormo SX-30 ECG electrodes. DB5 utilised the two Thalmic Myo armbands which is a low-cost device. More details can
be found in Table 3.3 and [165, 166]. The sampling rates are 100Hz for DB1, 200Hz for DB5 and 2000Hz for the other databases. These datasets have been widely applied in pilot studies for sEMG-based hand gesture classification [38, 42–44]. In terms of experiment protocols, DB1, DB2, DB4 and DB5 include more than 50 different hand or wrist movements of intact subjects. For example, 49 movements relevant to the activities of daily living are present in the DB2, including 8 isometric and isotonic hand configurations, 9 basic wrist movements, 23 grasping and functional movements and 9 force patterns. Different from these datasets, DB3 is composed of data collected from upper limb amputees, whilst the data of DB6 were recorded from 10 intact subjects repeating 7 grasps twice a day for 5 consecutive days [166].

3.3.2 Online Verification

To validate the effectiveness of ConfScore in real-time applications, a customised online platform was developed based on Shimmer wearable sensors and the Shimmer MATLAB Instrument Driver [167]. The platform was composed of several main modules: sEMG collection and streaming, data processing and plotting, CNN training, ConfScore ($p^\ast$, $\beta$) tuning, online classification and rejection analysis. The experiment involved six basic wrist/hand gestures: wrist flexion, wrist extension, supination, pronation, palm open, and palm close. Figure 3.2 illustrates the prediction interface, where the above six diagrams plot the filtered real-time sEMG signals, and the bottom three images display the predicted gesture, the prompted gesture and the following gesture, respectively.

Approved by the MaPS and Engineering joint Faculty Research Ethics Committee of University of Leeds, UK (reference MEEC 18-006), four healthy subjects (three males and one female, aged 20-55) took part in the experiment. In the training phase, participants were asked to perform predefined gestures following instructions given by the system. The ground-truth labels were created by requiring the user to hold each gesture for five seconds. Twelve bipolar electrodes were placed on the proximal portion of the left forearm to collect sEMG signals in six channels. The sampling rate of sEMG was set as 1024Hz.
Table 3.3: Specifications of the public databases used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>No. of gestures</th>
<th>Major gestures</th>
<th>Upper limb amputation</th>
<th>No. of channels</th>
<th>Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>finger/wrist/grasping movements</td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10 Otto Bock 13-E200, 100Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>finger/wrist/grasping movements</td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delsys Trigno wireless system, 2000Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>finger/wrist/grasping movements</td>
<td>amputated</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Delsys Trigno wireless system, 2000Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>finger/wrist/grasping movements</td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cometa Wave Wireless sEMG system, 2000Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>finger/wrist/grasping movements</td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Thalmic Myo armbands, 200Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>grasping movements</td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Delsys Trigno wireless system, 2000Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.2: Online testing using the customised platform (a) and screen shot of the predicted result (b).

3.3.3 Data Pre-processing

DB1 provides a bandpass-filtered and Root-Mean-Square (RMS) rectified version of sEMG. DB4 was processed by a 10Hz high-pass filter and a 1000Hz low-pass filter. A Hampel filter was adopted to clean 50Hz power-line interference from sEMG collected by the Delsys and Cometa sensors, i.e., DB2, DB3, DB4, and DB6. For DB5, Thalmic Myo incorporated a notch filter at 50Hz. Based on filtered sEMG, a min–max normalisation was implemented for each subject individually [168]. This normalisation method was adopted since it can keep the original distribution of sEMG. To construct sEMG matrices for CNN, the window length was set as 300ms with a 50ms step for DB1 and DB5. By contrast, 150/50ms was set empirically for other databases. Herein the window length of DB1 and DB5 is comparatively larger because the sampling rates of these two databases are quite low (100Hz and 200Hz, respectively), thus the matrices constructed from shorter time windows could not support CNN. In the online platform, a 3rd order Butterworth band pass filter (20-450Hz) and a 50Hz notch filter were applied for noise reduction. To construct the sEMG matrix for CNN, the window length and segmentation step were set as 150ms and 25ms, respectively.
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3.3.4 Data Split
Following previous work [38, 42, 43, 169], approximately two-thirds of the gesture trials in each subject of DB1-DB5 were utilised to train CNN and tune ConfScore subsequently. The remaining trials of the participant worked as the testing set to analyse confidence/rejection performances. Specifically, repetitions 2, 5 and 7 were combined as the testing set in DB1; in DB2-DB5, repetitions 2 and 5 were used for testing. Since DB6 consists of data from multiple days, CNN was trained using data on the first day (Day 1), tuned ConfScore on Day 2, and tested the performances on Days 3-5.

3.3.5 Training of CNN
Hyper-parameters of CNN were first identified according to [42, 43] and then tuned empirically. Specifically, the network was trained in a 128-sized mini batch using stochastic gradient descent with momentum (SDGM). The momentum rate of SDGM was set as 0.9. The dynamic learning rate was initialised to be 0.0005. The dropout rate was 0.1 after every 10 epochs. The $L^2$ regularisation rate was set to be 0.01, and 30 epochs were adopted for data training in DB1-DB5 and our online platform. The training data were shuffled in every epoch. To reduce over-fitting, the dropout rate was set as 0.2 for DB1-DB5. Fewer epochs (20) and a higher dropout rate (0.5) were used for DB6 due to the domain variation among training and testing sessions in different days.

3.3.6 Training of ConfScore
In ConfScore ($p^*, \beta$), the left and right edges of activation function can be defined flexibly by adjusting $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$. Empirically, it is observed that an explicit tuning of $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$ for each dataset can further optimise confidence estimation. For the sake of simplicity and generalisation, in this study $\gamma_1/\gamma_2$ was fixed as $\{\gamma_1 = 0, \gamma_2 = 1\}$ for all trials in six databases and the online platform. In addition, the GA was utilised to search $\hat{\beta}$ by exploiting reproduction, crossover,
and mutation operators. In our implementation, an elitist strategy was further incorporated in this algorithm to enhance convergence.

3.3.7 Statistical Analysis

In this study, statistical analysis was performed using the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB R2012a. In particular, the assumption of data normality was first checked via the Shapiro–Wilk test (the level was set to be 0.05) [170]. If the assumption was satisfied, the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was applied to verify the differences in methods of confidence estimation and rejection process; otherwise, its non-parametric equivalent, i.e., Kruskal–Wallis (KW) test, was performed alternatively.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Distribution of Confidence Features

As suggested in [158], distributions of confidence features of a classifier are expected to be indicative of classification accuracy, i.e., correct classifications are with high scores (close to one) whereas wrong predictions result in lower scores (close to zero). Figure 3.3 visualises the distributions of correct and erroneous classifications following three different confidence features. As we can see, correct classifications are overwhelmingly gathering in the range of $[0.95, 1]$ when ConfScore is utilised. In opposite, erroneous classifications are gathering mainly in bins of smaller ConfScore. Differently, distributions between correct and erroneous classifications tend to be less distinguishable when MaxProb or IEntropy is utilised. Therefore, it can be inferred that ConfScore can be more relevant with CNN confidence in terms of the classification accuracy. In the following sections how the distribution differences further influence BMEC and Fit of three confidence features will be further explored.
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Figure 3.3: Distributions of correct and erroneous classifications in testing sets of Subject 2-DB1. The width of a bin is 0.05 and the amplitude of each bin denotes the number of samples (CNN outputs) whose confidence features are located in the corresponding range.
Table 3.4: BMEC of ConfScore, MaxProb and IEntropy for all subjects in six databases. SD denotes the standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Confidence Feature</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
<th>S9</th>
<th>S10</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB1</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB2</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB3</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB4</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB5</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB6 (Day3)</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB6 (Day4)</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB6 (Day5)</td>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.4.2 BMEC of Confidence Features

Table 3.4 lists BMEC of ConfScore, MaxProb and IEntropy in six public databases. In summary, BMEC of ConfScore is larger than MaxProb and IEntropy for most subjects in each database. From Table 3.4 it is also observed that the average of BMEC of all three confidence features in DB1, DB2, DB4, and DB5 are comparatively larger than the average of all three confidence features in DB3, DB6 because confidence distributions of correct and erroneous classifications are less distinguishable in DB3 and DB6. The deterioration occurs since the experimental protocols in DB3 and DB6 are more challenging. In terms of DB3, it is hard for trans-radial amputees to produce reliable ground truth because of the inability to operate any sensor on the missing limbs [169]. In DB6, both CNN and ConfScore are trained and tested in different days, where the electrode shift can have severe impacts on model accuracy.

3.4.3 Analysis of Rejection Process

In this section, the effect of R ($p^*, \alpha$) on the basis of ConfScore is further analysed. Referring to Eq. 3.8 and Table 3.2, given a specific $\alpha$, Err, TAR, TRR, and Fit can be calculated accordingly. Figure 3.4 shows variations of these four metrics following a changing $\alpha$ in the testing set of Subject 1-DB4. The variation step for $\alpha$ is set to be 0.05. Figure 3.4 shows that Err is decreasing monotonically along with $\alpha$. When $\alpha = 0$, there is no rejection cascaded with CNN, thus Err = 1 − Acc. By contrast, Err becomes zero when $\alpha = 1$, since all CNN decisions are rejected in this case.

Since TAR decreases monotonically and TRR increases inversely, a concave downward curve of Fit is thus obtained. More specifically, Fit increases continuously when $\alpha$ is comparatively smaller, and there comes a turning point (the aubergine circles in Figure 3.4) when $\alpha$ becomes larger. Hence, focusing on Err or TRR alone can result in an decreased TAR, verifying the necessity of Fit for the trade-off between TRR and TAR in rejection analysis. When the rejection is conducted around the turning point shown in Figure 3.4, a smaller Err (1.2% for
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Figure 3.4: Err, TAR, TRR, and Fit for various rejection thresholds in testing sets of Subject 1-DB4.

Subject 1-DB4) with an acceptable TAR (80.5%) can be obtained.

To further illustrate the effectiveness of Fit in rejection, the optimal $\alpha$ of training sets is applied to the corresponding testing sets in each subject. Figure 3.5 compares Err with and without rejection for testing sets in all databases. Moreover, Figure 3.6 shows statistical results of TAR and TRR in Fit of all databases. In this study, ANOVA/KW is conducted for statistical analysis. The feature factor has two levels (Rejection/NoRejection for Figure 3.5, TAR/TRR for Figure 3.6), and subjects of each database work as the random variable. From Figure 3.5 we can see that in each database Err is reduced significantly by rejecting low confidence classifications. Moreover, since Fit attempts to compromise TAR and TRR, these two metrics can be close to each other in most databases. Taking DB5 as example, the mean value of TAR is 0.83 whilst TRR reaches 0.9 on average, indicating that the majority of erroneous classifications can be rejected whilst causing small loss on correct classifications, indicating a promising trade-off between system security and rejection cost.
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Figure 3.5: Statistical analysis of Err for testing sets with and without rejection in all databases (**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.01, *p-value < 0.05).

Figure 3.6: Statistical analysis of TAR and TRR for testing sets in all databases (**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.01, *p-value < 0.05).
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Figure 3.7: Fit values for various rejection thresholds when three confidence features are used in testing sets of Subject1-DB4 and Subject 5-DB6.

3.4.4 Comparison of Confidence Features in Rejection

Figure 3.7 shows Fit values for various rejection thresholds in testing sets of Subject1-DB4 and Subject 5-DB6. Recall that Fit can be smaller than zero, in which case \( R(p^*, \alpha) \) either accepts too many erroneous CNN decisions or rejects too many correct ones. From this figure, several interesting results can be observed. Firstly, for each confidence feature the Fit of \( \alpha \) in Subject1-DB4 are in general much higher than in Subject 5-DB6. This observation will be further discussed in Section 3.5.2. Secondly, although the maximal Fit of three confidence features can be close in some cases (such as Subject1-DB4), the Fit curves of ConfScore are always much wider and more flattened than the curves of two other features. This characteristic means that when adopting ConfScore as a CNN confidence feature, Fit is less sensitive to variations of \( \alpha \) in the rejection process, which contributes to a wider range for threshold selection. In the following part, this characteristic is denoted as the rejection robustness for Fit.
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Figure 3.8: Statistical analysis of FitInt values of rejection in all databases when three confidence features are adopted (**p-value < 0.01, *p-value < 0.05).

To further quantify the rejection robustness, the integral of Fit curves (denoted as FitInt) is calculated using the trapezoidal method. Figure 3.8 illustrates the mean and standard deviations of FitInt for all subjects in each database. As we can see, FitInt of ConfScore is much larger than FitInt of MaxProb and IEntropy in most databases. Thus, the rejection performance can be less sensitive to threshold variations when ConfScore is used as the confidence feature. In addition, it can also be observed that FitInt values of three confidence features in DB3 and DB6 are with smaller means but larger standard deviations. The degradation is consistent with BMEC performance shown in Table 3.4.

3.4.5 Online Results

Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 list the BMEC and FitInt of three confidence features in online testing. These tables show that ConfScore outperforms MaxProb and IEntropy significantly in both confidence distribution and rejection robustness (as for
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Table 3.5: BMEC of ConfScore, MaxProb, and IEntropy in online testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Feature</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: FitInt of ConfScore, MaxProb, and IEntropy in online testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Feature</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConfScore</td>
<td>40.35</td>
<td>49.76</td>
<td>39.92</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td>39.92</td>
<td>8.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxProb</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>23.93</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEntropy</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMEC, the \( p \)-value of ConfScore versus MaxProb/IEntropy is 0.011/0.005; as for FitInt, the \( p \)-value is 0.003/0.002). These outcomes are consistent with results of offline analysis (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.8). Moreover, since the confidence-based rejection can be regarded as a post-processing method, performance of our approach is compared with a widely applied smoothing strategy, i.e. Majority Vote (MV) [171]. Table 3.7 lists the Err of CNN, CNN+MV, and CNN+Rejection for four subjects in online testing. Specifically, the ConfScore works as the confidence feature in rejection, whilst MV makes the final decision using the current classification result along with six previous results. As shown in Table 3.7, although MV can further reduce Err in classification, its performance is evidently worse than the performance of the confidence-based rejection because the final result of MV is still an active motion rather than a no-motion state. Compared with MV, the rejection method is more useful when the control security is crucial.

3.5 Discussion

In this study, preliminary research was conducted to estimate model confidence for CNN-based hand gesture recognition. Specifically, a novel confidence estima-
Table 3.7: Err of CNN, CNN+MV, and CNN+Rejection in online testing. The ConfScore works as the confidence feature in rejection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+MV</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+Rejection</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A rejection model ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \) is proposed to generate confidence scores based on posterior probabilities of CNN. Following a threshold-based rejection rule, unconfident classifications can be identified and rejected. In addition, although the main target of rejection is to refuse erroneous classifications and improve system security, focusing on this target alone may result in a serious control lag by setting overlarge rejection thresholds arbitrarily. To address this issue, a comprehensive evaluation metric named Fit is proposed to combine TAR and TRR, so that both system security and control lag can be fully considered in threshold selection or rejection analysis.

### 3.5.1 Confidence Estimation Model

In the design of ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \), the zero-order smooth-step function is utilised to map posterior likelihood of CNN to associated confidence features. A main advantage is that left and right edges of the activation function can be defined flexibly by adjusting \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \). Table 3.8 lists the average BMEC of subjects in six databases when four different pairs of \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are utilised. As we can see, an explicit tuning of \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) can further optimise confidence distributions in each database. Another novel design is the BMEC-based objective function to train ConfScore \( (p^*, \beta) \) in a supervised way. As discussed in [158], the confidence feature is expected to be closer to one when CNN is certain about the decision (i.e., the classification is prone to be correct) and to be near zero when CNNs are making uncertain decisions. As summarised in Table 3.4, for most cases of six datasets, BMEC values of ConfScore are comparatively larger than the values of
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Figure 3.9: Confusion matrix without/with rejection based on ConfScore. The presented case is Subject 1 of DB6. The optimal rejection threshold is pre-determined based on the training data. The error rate of conventional classification is high since training and testing datasets are from different days of a subject. The Fit of the rejection performance is 0.36.
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Table 3.8: Average BMEC of ConfScore in each database using different pairs of $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Pairs</th>
<th>DB1</th>
<th>DB2</th>
<th>DB3</th>
<th>DB4</th>
<th>DB5</th>
<th>DB6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1=0$, $\gamma_2=0.2$</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1=0$, $\gamma_2=0.4$</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1=0$, $\gamma_2=0.6$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1=0$, $\gamma_2=0.8$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MaxProb and IEntropy. Therefore, it can be inferred that the proposed ConfScore can better reflect correctness of CNN classifications.

3.5.2 Design of Fit and FitInt

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, given the ConfScore of classification results, a threshold-based rejection can be utilised to improve the control reliability. To illustrate this process, Figure 3.9 compares the confusion matrix without/with rejection. As we can see, in the conventional classification without rejection, a high error rate is obtained in the case presented. Differently, by identifying classifications whose ConfScore values are smaller than a predetermined threshold, a large number of erroneous classifications can be identified and rejected. This is how ConfScore can help to improve the robustness of gesture classification. However, from Figure 3.9 it can also be observed that some of the correct classifications (those in the diagonal of the confusion matrix without rejection) are rejected mistakenly. These mistakes should be regarded as the cost of the rejection process. Therefore, as illustrated in Eq. 3.9 and Table 3.2, Fit is proposed to conduct a quantitative evaluation of rejection performance. From Figure 3.4 we can see that Fit compromises TAR and TRR to achieve a good balance between control continuity and system security.

In this study the rejection robustness of different confidence features (see Figure 3.8) is also compared. Our concerns are: 1) as shown in Figure 3.7, the selection of the rejection threshold can affect the Fit value; 2) the threshold
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Figure 3.10: Optimal thresholds for Fit curves of three confidence features in Day4 and Day5 of DB6.
determination is usually made empirically based on previous datasets, and this strategy can be affected by the inconsistency of Fit curves between datasets. Figure 3.10 lists the optimal thresholds for three confidence features using data of DB6 (Day4) and DB6 (Day5). Apparently, for most subjects the optimal thresholds in Day4 and Day5 are very different; and the thresholds determined based on previous datasets may result in a poor Fit for the target dataset. Based on these observations, it can be inferred that the rejection robustness, i.e. FitInt, can help to indicate how the Fit value is robust to variations of threshold. As shown in Figure 3.8, FitInt of ConfScore is much larger than the FitInt of MaxProb and IEntropy in most databases. Similarly, previous research [18, 94] also suggested that a desirable confidence characteristic should leave a wider range for threshold adjustment.

An interesting observation in Figure 3.7 is the difference of Fit curves among datasets. Specifically, for each confidence feature, Fit curve of Subject1-DB4 is always higher than the Fit curve of Subject 5-DB6, which indicates a better rejection performance of the former participant. According to Table 3.4, BMEC values of three confidence features in Subject 5-DB6 are smaller than the BMEC values of three confidence features in Subject1-DB4. A main reason is that the CNN classifier is trained and tested using data of different days in DB6, thus the confidence features could become less qualified due to the degradation of CNN accuracy.

### 3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, a preliminary attempt is introduced to estimate CNN confidence for rejection-based hand gesture classification in myoelectric control systems. By analysing posterior likelihood of softmax layer, the proposed confidence model can provide ConfScore that is highly related to correctness of CNN predictions. The superiority of ConfScore to two commonly utilised confidence features is fully verified via analysis of BMEC and rejection robustness using data from public databases and our online experiments. With help of confidence-based rejection,
the error rate of CNN can be reduced significantly with small loss of correct classifications, thereby enhancing the model reliability in sEMG-based gesture recognition.
Chapter 4

CNN-LSTM Hybrid Framework for Joint Kinematics Estimation

Although PR scheme has been working as the primary method for ML/DL based myoelectric control, it is inherently different from the natural way of upper-limb movements. To be specific, this strategy cannot simultaneously identify multiple movements when the user voluntarily performs a combined motion [172], and the on/off mode of operation further limits its capacity to support the proportional control [20]. As discussed in Section 2.4, regression techniques have shown considerable potentials to overcome these limitations. However, related efforts on regression-based scheme were mostly conducted using ML approaches, whereas DL approaches have been rarely investigated.

In this chapter, a CNN-LSTM hybrid model is proposed to improve regression performances in joint kinematics estimation. Specifically, CNN is utilised to extract deep features from sEMG spectrum, then these features are processed via LSTM-based sequence regression to estimate wrist kinematics. In this way, the temporal-spatial information in sEMG can be better exploited. Six healthy participants are recruited for the participatory collection and motion analysis under various experimental setups. Estimation results in both intra-session and inter-session evaluations illustrate that CNN-LSTM significantly outperforms CNN,
4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

In the past decade, regression approaches have gained more and more attentions in myoelectric control. Unlike PR-based methods which discriminate hand gestures in a discrete and sequential manner [173], regression focuses on continuous joint kinematics estimation [174] and thus can enable SPC in multiple DOFs. To further improve regression accuracy and robustness, two DL techniques are now becoming the research interests: 1) CNN for feature extraction from sEMG; 2) RNN for recursive learning over time-series data. Due to the stochastic nature of sEMG and serious cross-talk among muscles in the upper limb, useful information can be easily buried in conventional hand-crafted features. To this end, CNN have been applied to extract features from raw sEMG automatically. For instance, Ameri et al. investigated a CNN-based regression technique which outperformed a traditional SVR-based scheme in an online Fitts™ law test [110]. Yang et al. presented several data-augmentation approaches for CNN in decoding 3-DOF wrist movements [175], and verified that the proposed CNN structure outperformed SVR significantly when confounding factors were involved [152]. Although CNN is good at extracting spatial correlations of multi-channel sEMG signals, it inherently ignores the temporal information during continuous muscle contractions.

To address the above issue, many researchers begin to implement RNN, especially LSTM, for sEMG-based hand pose estimation. For example, Quivira et al. applied LSTM to build an accurate regression model for predicting hand joint kinematics from sEMG features [45]. Teban et al. claimed that LSTM performed better than a non-recurrent ANN in replicating a non-linear mechanism of a real human hand [46]. He et al. combined LSTM with ANN to exploit both the
dynamic and static information of sEMG [47]. Ali et al. validated that a bidirectional LSTM with attention mechanism could outperform other tested RNN variations [48]. Despite that LSTM shows great effectiveness in capturing temporal dependencies based on learning contextual information from past inputs [176], all those pilot studies have only applied conventional hand-crafted features rather than deep spatial features in their regression process. To this end, the combination of CNN and RNN/LSTM is now becoming a trend in sEMG-based motion estimation. In particular, Xia et al. [177] proposed a recurrent convolutional neural networks (RCNN) architecture to integrate CNN and LSTM layers for the tracking of arm movements. Huang et al. [178] applied a similar architecture in hand gesture classification and verified that the proposed model outperformed ML classifiers in three different exercises of Ninapro Database 2.

4.1.2 Contribution

Inspired by advantages and limitations of CNN and LSTM, in this chapter a CNN-LSTM hybrid model is proposed to combine deep feature extraction and sequence regression efficiently, so that the temporal-spatial correlations of sEMG can be fully exploited. With deep features extracted from CNN and then processed by LSTM, wrist kinematics in single/multiple DOFs can be reconstructed accurately. Compared with conventional CNN and LSTM, CNN-LSTM is more robust to localised distortions along time. In this study, six healthy participants take part in experiments to perform a series of wrist movements. Experimental results indicate that CNN-LSTM outperforms CNN, LSTM, and several representative ML approaches in both intra-session and inter-session scenarios, especially when complex wrist movements are activated in multi-DOFs. Contributions of this chapter can be summarised in three aspects: 1) it firstly investigates the effective combination of CNN and LSTM in wrist kinematics estimation using sEMG signals; 2) a separate training strategy is utilised to improve the computational efficiency and model feasibility; 3) visual explorations of two types of features indicate that distributions of CNN features can be better correlated with wrist motions than many hand-crafted features.
4.2 CNN-LSTM Hybrid Model

4.1.3 Chapter Organisation

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the proposed hybrid model, where the implementation of deep feature extraction and sequence regression are separately elaborated. Section 4.3 introduces experimental setups and Section 4.4 presents estimation results in both intra-session and inter-session evaluations. In Section 4.5 a discussion is presented to analyse model merits and limitations. The conclusion is then drawn in Section 4.6.

4.2 CNN-LSTM Hybrid Model

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, our CNN-LSTM model consists of two steps: the first step is to implement CNN for feature extraction and the second step is to construct LSTM for sequence regression. In the first step CNN is utilised to extract deep feature vector $f_t$ from the sEMG matrix $X_t$ which is constructed on the $t^{th}$ segment of multi-channel sEMG signals. In the second step, successive deep feature vectors are rearranged into a series of feature sequences, such as $[f_1, f_2, \cdots, f_k]$, $[f_2, f_3, \cdots, f_{k+1}]$, etc. The parameter $k$ is the number of feature vectors in a feature sequence, which denotes the time-steps in recurrent regression. A LSTM is built to convert $[f_1, f_2, \cdots, f_k]$ into wrist angles $[\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, \cdots, \hat{y}_k]$. In this study, the last output $y_k$ is adopted as the final observation of this sequence. In the following part the implementation of CNN and LSTM, together with the training process of each model, will be elaborated.

4.2.1 CNN-based Deep Feature Extraction

The basis architecture of CNN is in general consistent with that introduced in Chapter 3. To further exploit the capacity of feature learning in regression tasks, a deeper model is usually adopted [141]. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the presented CNN consists of 4 convolutional blocks (Conv Block) and 2 fully connected blocks (FC Block). Each Conv Block has a convolutional layer, a batch normalisation layer, a leaky ReLU layer, a max-pooling layer, and a dropout layer.
The convolution layer uses a kernel size of 3, a boundary padding of 1, and the stride of 1. There are 16 kernels in the 1st and 2nd Conv Block whilst 32 in the 3rd and 4th block. The batch normalisation layer is attached to mitigate alternation made by convolutional layers [179]. As suggested in our previous work [5], the leaky ReLU layer is used in case of the dying ReLU problem [180]. The max-pooling layer (a pool size of 3 and a stride of 1) is added for sub-sampling while a dropout layer is attached for regularisation. In each FC Block, the batch normalisation layer, leaky ReLU layer and dropout layer are added subsequently to the fully connected layer. There are 100 hidden units in the 1st FC Block and 20 in the 2nd. Outputs of the 2nd FC Block will be utilised as the deep feature $f$ for LSTM-based sequence regression. Thus the dimension of CNN features is 20.

![Block diagram of CNN-LSTM hybrid model.](image)

**Figure 4.1:** Block diagram of CNN-LSTM hybrid model.

### 4.2.2 LSTM-based Sequence Regression

**Topology of LSTM**

LSTM is a network designed to encode contextual information of a temporal sequence with feedback loops. It contains cycles that feed the network activation from a previous time-step to influence predictions at the current time-step [181].
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Figure 4.2: The single stream CNN architecture for deep feature extraction.

Figure 4.3: The unfolded chain structure of LSTM in time sequence with deep CNN features.

The unfolded chain structure of LSTM in an input sequence \([f_1, f_2 \cdots f_k]\) is illustrated in Figure 4.3 [182], where \(h_i\) \((i = 1, 2 \cdots k)\) is the hidden state at time-step \(i\) and \(c_i\) is the cell state. In recurrent regression, LSTM unit uses previous state \((h_{i-1}, c_{i-1})\) and current feature \(f_i\) to update current state \((h_i, c_i)\) and compute wrist angle \(y_i\). In this way the historical information can be passed recursively in the whole loop of LSTM.
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Update of LSTM Units

Basic elements of LSTM include an input gate to control activation for the memory cell, a forget gate to drop useless information of the past cell status, and an output gate to control the output activation for the ultimate state. The update of LSTM units at time-step $i$ can be described [183]

$$
i_i = \delta (W_i [h_{i-1}, f_i] + b_i),$$  
$$m_i = \delta (W_m [h_{i-1}, f_i] + b_m),$$  
$$o_i = \delta (W_o [h_{i-1}, f_i] + b_o),$$  
$$c_i = i_i \odot \tanh (W_c [h_{i-1}, f_i] + b_c) + m_i \odot c_{i-1},$$  
$$h_i = o_i \odot \tanh (c_i),$$  
$$\hat{y}_i = W_y h_i + b_y,\quad (4.1)$$

where $i_i$ is the input gate, $m_i$ is the forget gate, $o_i$ is the output gate, $\delta$ is the logistic sigmoid function, $W$ is the weight matrix in each gate and layer, $b$ is the corresponding bias vector and $\odot$ is the scalar product. The initial state $(h_0, c_0)$ will be settled after model training for subsequent predictions.

4.2.3 Training of CNN-LSTM

Following reference [184], the idea of separate training is adopted herein. Specifically, the tuning of CNN and LSTM is conducted in two subsequent steps. Firstly, a regression layer is attached to the presented CNN architecture to complete a supervised learning. In this step, the model inputs are sEMG matrices and observations are wrist angles. Secondly, deep feature vectors are extracted from a fully connected layer of the well-trained CNN, based on which feature sequences are constructed to train LSTM for sequence regression. Different from structures such as Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks (LRCNs) which trains CNN and LSTM jointly [185], our model can be more efficient in model training since the input in each time-step of LSTM is a constant vector rather than convolution operations. Besides, the sequence regression part can be easily
optimal or replaced without re-training the entire model [184].

Training Setting of CNN

Hyper-parameters of presented CNN are mainly identified referring to pilot studies in PR schemes [42] and then determined via empirical manual tuning. As a general setting in this study, the network is trained in a 128-sized mini-batch as employed in [110] for 50 epochs by stochastic gradient descent with momentum (SDGM). The dynamic learning rate of CNN is 0.0001 in initialisation and drops 90% after every 10 epochs. The slope scale is set as 0.1 in all leaky ReLU layers. The dropout rate in each dropout layer is 30%. Other training strategies follow default settings in MATLAB 2018b.

Training Setting of LSTM

In our study the time duration of a regression sequence is set to be 1 second. This achieves a trade-off between the information quantity of temporal dependencies and computational loads in practical implementation. LSTM is trained in a 64 sized mini-batch for 100 epochs via adaptive moment estimation (ADAM). The dynamic learning rate is initialised to be 0.001 and drops 90% after every 10 epochs. Since LSTM is prone to over-fitting more easily than conventional recurrent neural networks, herein only one LSTM layer with 50 hidden units is adopted. A dropout layer with 30% dropout rate is added for regularisation.

4.3 Materials and Experimental Methods

4.3.1 Experiment Setup

Approved by the Mathematics, Physical Science and Engineering joint Faculty Research Ethics Committee of University of Leeds, UK (reference MEEC 18-006), six healthy subjects (five males and one female, aged 24-30) took part in the experiment. The written informed consent was obtained from each subject.
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before data collection. Following Figure 4.4(a), 12 bipolar electrodes were placed on the proximal portion of the forearm to collect sEMG signals in 6 channels. Reference electrodes were placed near the wrist. The inter-electrode distance in the proximal-distal direction was around 20 mm for reducing the cross-talk effect.

As shown in Figure 4.4(b), in experiments participants were asked to perform four pre-defined wrist movement protocols. They were allowed to quit the experiments in case of any discomfort. The tested hand should be kept in a relaxing state to avoid muscle fatigue, with upper limb supported vertically on the desk and palm facing inside. All motions started from this rest position. Each protocol consisted of 3 sub-trials/sessions, and each session was composed of continuous wrist movements lasting around 3 minutes. A detailed description is reported in Table 4.1.

From Table 4.1 we can see that in P1-P3 only one DOF of the wrist motions was activated to complete single-DOF tasks. On the contrary, P4 aimed at multi-DOF tasks and all 3 DOFs were involved simultaneously. Obviously, P4 is naturally more complex and challenging compared with P1-P3 [186], but it bears closer similarity with real-life movements [103] and can speed up the training process. The frequency of sinusoidal contractions was around 0.1Hz, meaning that a cycle of wrist rotation (such as rest-flexion-rest-extension-rest in P1) was about 10 seconds.

In this study an attitude heading reference system (AHRS), composed of a tri-axial accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer, was utilised to obtain hand orientation [187]. Wrist angles, which worked as the ground-truth in supervised learning, were calculated based on Euler angles from AHRS. Referring to Figure 4.4 (b), both sEMG signals and wrist movements were recorded simultaneously with Shimmer wearable sensors [167] attached on the back of the testing hand. Sampling rates for accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, and sEMG were set as 100Hz, 100Hz and 75Hz, and 1024Hz respectively. The online data streaming was implemented in a home-made software based on Shimmer MATLAB Instrument Driver [167].
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4.3.2 Data Pre-processing

Raw sEMG signals obtained from the front-end acquisition equipment are generally noisy because of electromagnetic radiation, motion artefact, and instability of signals, etc. [188]. In particular, noise produced by motion artefact is in the range of 0-20Hz. Thus signals below 20Hz are unstable and cannot provide a reliable contribution to sEMG [189]. A simple method is to filter it out with a high-pass filter. In addition, since energy of sEMG is mainly blow 450Hz, a low-pass filter is often used to remove unwanted noise with high frequencies [28]. As suggested by these studies, a 3rd order Butterworth band-pass filter (20-450Hz) was applied to reduce noise of raw sEMG. A Min-Max scaling was applied to normalise sEMG in each channel [190]. As for data segmentation, the analysis window was set to be 100ms with increment of 50 ms. Thus the size of sEMG matrix ($1 \times L \times C$) was $1 \times 101 \times 6$ in our experiments. Since the time duration of a feature sequence was set to be 1 second empirically, there were 18 time-steps in $[f_1, f_2, \cdots f_k]$, i.e. $k = 18$.

4.3.3 Model Evaluation

The analysis of sEMG-based wrist kinematics estimation was composed of intra-session and inter-session evaluations. To implement intra-session evaluations, the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Active DOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Sinusoidal contractions</td>
<td>Flexion-extension (F-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Sinusoidal contractions</td>
<td>Pronation-supination (P-S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Sinusoidal contractions</td>
<td>Radial-ulnar deviation (R-U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Co-contractions of the wrist</td>
<td>F-E+P-S+R-U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data in one session/trial of each protocol was split into four folds, where the first three were used for model training and the last for testing. To avoid data leakage, the splitting should be conducted before data pre-processing. In inter-session evaluations one whole session was used for model training and another session in the same protocol was used for testing. This method could better validate the model robustness against time-dependent changes of sEMG signals. The number of training samples extracted by sliding windows is around 1500-2000 for intra-session evaluations and 2000-3000 for inter-session evaluations.

In this study the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) [191] was used as the metric to quantify the regression performances. The mathematical expression of \( R^2 \) is

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_d \text{Var} \left( y^d - \hat{y}^d \right)}{\sum_d \text{Var} \left( y^d \right)}, \tag{4.2}
\]

where \( y^d \) are measured wrist angles in \( d^{th} \) DOF and \( \hat{y}^d \) are model estimations. According to Eq. 4.2, the numerator of \( R^2 \) is the mean squared error (RMSE) which is normalised by the variance of correct labels in the denominator [102]. Compared with RMSE, \( R^2 \) is more robust to the numerical range of labels. \( R^2 \) at perfect estimation is equal to one, whilst a negative value means that estimation errors are larger than the variance of target values.
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4.4.1 Visual Exploration of sEMG Features

Visual exploration allows intuitive analysis of the distributions or potential correlations between certain variables. In this section, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) is utilised to project extracted CNN features (in testing sets) into two principal dimensions for visualisation [192]. For comparison, a widely applied temporal-spatial feature set [26, 99, 193] consisting of MAV, RMS, VAR, and 4th AR are calculated. Details of these hand-crafted features can be found in Chapter 2.2.2. Scatter plots of projected sEMG features in P1 (F-E), P4 (F-E) and P4 (P-S) of intra-session evaluations are shown in Figure 4.5, where the two axes represent two principal features, respectively. The angles of scatters (features) are reflected in parula colormap, with the pure yellow representing the positive maximal values in one DOF and pure purple for the negative maximum.

From Figure 4.5 we can see that in each dataset the clustering of scatters projected from CNN features is significantly better than that of hand-crafted features. In the left part of each sub-figure, scatters with similar colour are gathering whilst those with different colours are highly distinguishable. On the contrary, scatters in the right one are overlapped heavily, even among the yellow ones and the blue ones. Compared with P1 (F-E), the clustering of scatters becomes worse for hand-crafted features in P4 (F-E). This deterioration becomes more evident in P4 (P-S), where distributions among scatters from CNN features become also ambiguous. A possible reason for the deterioration is that the cross-talk of sEMG can be quite serious in multi-DOFs tasks due to our forearm anatomy [26]. Since muscle fibres of extensors and flexors are much thicker and also located in a more superficial layer of the forearm, information of other DOFs are easier to be buried in compounded sEMG.
Figure 4.5: Distribution of CNN features and hand-crafted features in testing sets of Subject 5 after dimension reduction. Scatters in (a)-(c) correspond to features from P1(F-E), P4(F-E), and P4(P-S), respectively.
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4.4.2 Intra-session Estimations in Single-DOF Tasks

Figure 4.6 shows wrist angles captured by AHRS system in P1-P3 of Subject 5 together with estimations of CNN and CNN-LSTM. As illustrated in the figure, trajectories reconstructed by CNN-LSTM (in red) are smoother and much closer to the ground-truth (in blue) than CNN trajectories (in yellow) in all tasks. This is because the history information of successive deep feature vectors in a sequence is further exploited by CNN-LSTM, which improves estimation accuracy significantly. Another interesting result is that the estimated trajectories of both CNN and CNN-LSTM in P1 are better than their corresponding results in P2 and P3. As shown in visual exploration, feature scatters in the F-E DOF are much more distinguishable than those in the other two DOFs.

In this section two representative ML models, i.e., SVR and RF, are implemented to compare with DL techniques. SVR can project sEMG features into a higher dimensional space via kernel functions, whilst RF is currently the most popular ensemble learning technique. The outperformance of SVR and RF over other shallow models such as LR and ANN have been verified in pilot studies [102, 113]. To evaluate the effectiveness of CNN features for sequence learning, the conventional LSTM with hand-crafted features is also applied for comparison. Same to visual exploration, MAV, RMS, VAR, and 4th AR are working as hand-crafted features for ML models. To be consistent with CNN-LSTM, the dimension of hand-crafted features was reduced to 20 using PCA. Following previous studies [102], a radial basis function (RBF) is adopted for SVR. Besides, the hyper-parameters of SVR and RF were optimised via 5-fold inner cross-validation.

Table 4.2 summarises intra-session performances of SVR, RF, CNN, LSTM, and CNN-LSTM in P1-P3 of Subject 1-6. As we can see, the presented hybrid model outperforms other models in all trials of all protocols. The outperformance can be more evident in some datasets, such as P2 and P3 in nearly all participants. In addition, by exploiting the correlations among adjacent sEMG samples, performances of conventional LSTM are also better than SVR/RF/CNN in most cases. In protocol P1, the average $R^2$ values of LSTM and CNN-LSTM are closer, whereas in other protocols LSTM is evidently inferior to CNN-LSTM.
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A possible reason is the deterioration of hand-crafted features can be more serious than CNN features in these two DOFs (P-S and R-U). A more detailed verification can be found in the visual exploration (Section 4.4.1). Besides, the conventional single-stream CNN is in general comparable to SVR and RF in sEMG-based wrist kinematics estimation. This result is similar to pilot studies in pilot studies [42].

### 4.4.3 Intra-session Estimations in Multi-DOF Tasks

Different from single-DOF tasks (P1-P3), the multi-DOF task (P4) requires co-activation of 3 DOFs. Figure 4.7 demonstrates the intra-session estimations of CNN and CNN-LSTM in P4 of Subject 5. In accordance with single-DOF tasks,
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Table 4.2: $R^2$ of SVR, RF, CNN, LSTM, and the proposed hybrid model in Single-DOF Tasks (P1-P3) of Intra-session Evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>SVR</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td><strong>0.92</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td><strong>0.65</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><strong>0.87</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td><strong>0.85</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td><strong>0.80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td><strong>0.83</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td><strong>0.46</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td><strong>0.88</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td><strong>0.91</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td><strong>0.71</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td><strong>0.90</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td><strong>0.91</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td><strong>0.69</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>P1(F-E)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td><strong>0.86</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2(P-S)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3(R-U)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td><strong>0.76</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reconstructed trajectories of CNN-LSTM are much closer to the ground-truth in all DOFs. As for $R^2$ values, CNN-LSTM reaches higher scores than other four models, indicating an evident improvement in model accuracy. $R^2$ values of each DOF in six subjects are listed in Table 4.3. Same to P1-P3, performances of CNN, RF, and SVR are in general close to each other, whilst LSTM outperforms
these non-recurrent regression techniques in most cases. Consistent with results in visual exploration, deterioration in estimation accuracy can be found in each DOF of P4 compared with those in P1-P3, indicating that the features of samples become harder to recognise in the multi-DOF tasks.

### 4.4.4 Inter-session Estimations in Single/Multiple DOFs Tasks

Figure 4.8 illustrates the inter-session performance of CNN and CNN-LSTM in P1-P3 of Subject 5. Performances of both CNN and CNN-LSTM become a little
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Table 4.3: $R^2$ of SVR, RF, CNN, LSTM, and the proposed hybrid model in Multi-DOF Tasks (P4) of Intra-session Evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>SVR</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>F-E</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-S</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-U</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bit worse compared to intra-session evaluations in Figure 4.6 due to domain shifts among different sessions, but the curves reconstructed by CNN-LSTM still manage to match the ground-truth. Figure 4.9 illustrates the comparison among all regression techniques following P1-P4 of Subject 5, in which the outperformance of CNN-LSTM are still evident. As for wrist motions in flexion and extension,
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Figure 4.8: Inter-session estimations of CNN and CNN-LSTM following P1-P3 of Subject 5.

$R^2$ values of CNN-LSTM can be as high as 0.93 and 0.74 in new testing sessions of P1 and P4 (F-E), respectively, indicating a reliable proportional myoelectric control in this DOF. Besides, promising accuracy can be achieved by ML models in P1 (SVR and RF reach 0.73 and 0.79, respectively). As is discussed in visual exploration, the higher accuracy in F-E are mainly caused by the upper limb anatomy, which on the other hand leads to non-negligible cross-talks for sEMG of other two DOFs.
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4.4.5 Comparison of Time-steps in CNN-LSTM

The time-step \( k \) in feature sequence \([f_1, f_2, \cdots f_k]\) determines the number of sEMG samples to be included in sequence regression. A larger \( k \) denotes a longer term of time dependencies which may contribute to a higher accuracy but also results in a heavier computational load. In this subsection four different time-steps are evaluated for CNN-LSTM, i.e. 8, 18, 58, 98 for the value of \( k \) which correspond to 0.5s, 1s, 3s and 5s in time duration, respectively. Estimation results in inter-session evaluations are illustrated in Figure 4.10. In general, the \( R^2 \) of CNN-LSTM improves gradually along with the increase of time-steps, indicating that the exploitation of long-term time dependencies contributes to a higher estimation accuracy in most scenarios. Empirically, a sequence in 1s duration can reach a compromise in model effectiveness and efficiency. Besides, a too large sequence is inapplicable for real-time myoelectric control since the intention prediction is expected to be implemented without evident time delays.

Figure 4.9: Inter-session evaluations of SVR, RF, CNN, LSTM, and the proposed CNN-LSTM in P1-P4 of Subject 5.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between time-steps/sequence lengths of CNN-LSTM in inter-session evaluations of Subject 5.

4.4.6 Comparison of sEMG Matrices

Besides the architecture and hyper-parameters, sEMG input matrices also have a non-negligible impact on CNN-based feature extraction and can then influence the estimation accuracy of CNN-LSTM. In Section 4.2, the spectrum-based sEMG matrices is obtained by applying FFT on each sliding window. A more intuitive method is to construct matrices in the time domain directly. The comparison of CNN and CNN-LSTM with temporal and spectral sEMG matrices in intra-session evaluations can be found in Figure 4.11. For simplicity, CNN/CNN-LSTM with temporal or spectral inputs are shorted as CNNt, CNNs, CNN-LSTMt and CNN-LSTMs, respectively. It can be observed that CNNs outperforms CNNt in all protocols, which contributes to the outperformance of CNN-LSTMs over CNN-LSTMt accordingly. This superiority becomes more significant in multi-DOF tasks. A possible reason is that the sEMG collected by sparse electrodes can be regarded as the superimposition of signals from multiple muscles. Dur-
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Figure 4.11: Intra-session evaluations of CNN and CNN-LSTM with two types of sEMG matrices. CNN/CNN-LSTM with temporal or spectral inputs are shorted as CNNt, CNNs, CNN-LSTMt, and CNN-LSTMs, respectively.

ing voluntary contractions, the firing rates of motoneuron in these muscles are different [194], thus the spectrum information can be more representative and distinguishable.

4.4.7 Comparison of Deep Feature Dimensions

As shown in Figure 4.2, the sEMG matrix is imported into a pre-trained CNN and the vector extracted from the 2nd FC Block works as the CNN feature for sequence learning in each time-step. Since there are 20 hidden units in this layer, the dimension of deep features is 20. Compared with CNN architectures in many previous studies [41, 42, 152], the dimension of our last FC Block is smaller since it is empirically found that a too large dimension might not be able to benefit the performances of CNN and CNN-LSTM significantly. Table 4.4 illustrates the $R^2$ values of CNN and CNN-LSTM when using different number of hidden units.
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Table 4.4: $R^2$ of CNN and CNN-LSTM when using different number of hidden units in the 2nd FC layer of CNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Number of hidden units in the 2nd FC layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 (F-E)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 (P-S)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 (R-U)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 (F-E)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 (P-S)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 (R-U)</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the 2nd FC layer, which indicates that in our experiments 20 dimensions can be a good choice for both two models.

4.5 Discussion

To further improve regression accuracy and robustness, both CNN and LSTM are now becoming prevalent in sEMG-based motion estimation. In this paper, a hybrid model is presented to combine these two techniques, i.e. CNN for automatic feature extraction and LSTM for sequence regression, such that the temporal-spatial correlations in sEMG signals can be extracted more efficiently. Conventional ML techniques rely deeply on manual feature extraction and selection. This process requires good domain knowledge or experience, and useful information may be easily buried in hand-crafted features. On the contrary, CNN extracts
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features from raw sEMG directly and automatically by learning the signal characteristics via layer-by-layer processing. The convolution operations also enables CNN to extract spatial correlations of sEMG signals from multi-channels. As mentioned in many previous works, CNN features can be useful to represent patterns of muscle activation, and the automatic feature extraction can help to reduce the information loss. Visual explorations of two types of features (details can be found in Chapter 4.4.1) indicate that distributions of CNN features can be better correlated with wrist motions than many hand-crafted features. This should be the reason why CNN-LSTM can outperform conventional LSTM which only uses hand-crafted features.

Secondly, SVR, RF, and CNN are all non-recurrent models, which inherently ignore the temporal dependencies of successive sEMG samples. In fact, during continuous muscle contractions there are supposed to be strong temporal-dependencies in sEMG signals. Thus it is reasonable to consider sEMG as time-series data in regression tasks. In this study the feature sequences \([f_1, f_2 \cdots f_k]\) are reconstructed for LSTM to further exploit the history information of successive deep feature vectors. From previous literature [46] it can inferred that the recurrent networks such as LSTM have shown superiority to many non-recurrent models. Our experiment results also demonstrate the outperformance of recurrent architectures. Therefore, by efficiently extracting the temporal-spatial correlations in sEMG signals, CNN-LSTM further improves regression accuracy in both single and multiple DOF tasks.

A main limitation of our current method is the model generalisation in multi-days and multi-subjects. Due to the non-stationary characteristics of sEMG signals, it is reported that classification/regression performances could decrease substantially over time [22]. Besides, sEMG signals have a user-dependent nature, causing recordings to differ even when signals are measured from the same location with the same motion. Therefore, a pre-trained model may not be able to perform accurately in a new subject. These issues can be summarised as the domain shift problems in machine learning applications, since data-driven methods rely on the assumption that training and testing data should stem from same
underlying distributions. To this end, domain/rule adaptation approaches can be further investigated to improve the generalisation of CNN-LSTM. Besides, more volunteers are going to be recruited for a better verification of our method.

4.6 Conclusions

To enhance the performances of DL techniques in wrist kinematics estimation, a hybrid framework was presented to combine CNN-based feature extraction and LSTM-based sequence regression, which could extract temporal-spatial correlations in sEMG efficiently. Through visual exploration, it is verified that deep features extracted by CNN were more representative than traditional hand-crafted features. By exploiting contextual information in deep features, the proposed CNN-LSTM outperformed conventional CNN, LSTM as well as representative ML approaches in both intra-session and inter-session evaluations.
Chapter 5

LSTM-based Kalman Filter For Sequence Regression

Although CNN-LSTM hybrid framework has shown considerable advances in joint kinematics estimation by simultaneously exploiting the temporal and spatial information of sEMG, its performances still suffer a lot from the noisy measurements that are common in the detection of sEMG signals. The main reason is that DL, as a type of data-driven technique, only intends to learn the relationship between sEMG and target kinematics. Therefore, the prior knowledge of the system, such as the characteristics of wrist rotations in regression task, is normally ignored. By contrast, Kalman filter is a model-based method that recursively provides current estimate using the previous estimate and the most recent observation. It applies Kalman gain to combine the internal transition model and the observation model effectively. Nevertheless, it is hard to pre-determine parameters of transition/observation model in Kalman filters.

In this chapter, LSTM-KF is proposed to further enhance the sequence regression on high-level features extracted by CNN. Specifically, LSTM-KF adopts the computational graph of Kalman filter but estimates parameters of the transition/observation model and the Kalman gain from data using LSTM modules. With this process, advantages of Kalman filter and LSTM can be exploited jointly.
For the sake of demonstration, the two-step hybrid structure, i.e. CNN+LSTM-KF, is named as deep Kalman filter network (DKFN). Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed DKFN can further outperform CNN-LSTM in both wrist and fingers kinematics estimation.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Motivation

Conventional DL techniques, including CNN and RNN, can neither include prior knowledge of the system nor capture the uncertainty information. Therefore, their performances are easy to suffer from noisy measurements which are quite common in neural activities [195]. Apart from data-driven techniques, Kalman filter has also been employed to infer limb movements from neural recordings [196, 197]. To estimate the states of a system throughout time, Kalman filter incorporates the information both from the internal process and actual measurement. Therefore, this technique is especially useful when the states are not directly observable or the measurement is very noisy [195]. In particular, a Kalman gain is used to determine the weights of an internal transition model and an observation model. If the internal model is more accurate, then a larger weight will be given for the computation of final estimation, and vice versa for the measurement model. In this way, it can provide a better estimation based on noisy data.

However, Kalman filter could not handle the non-linear relationship between the neural activity and limb movements. Besides, it is hard to pre-determine the value of parameters in transition and measurement models. To overcome such limitations, many attempts have been made to directly learn models from training data with LSTM. For example, Coskun et al. firstly proposed the LSTM-KF framework which integrated three LSTM modules into the Kalman filter to learn the transition, observation and noise models in pose estimation tasks [198]. Zhao et al. proposed a Learning Kalman Network (LKN) to filter the car trajectory given a sequence of measurements. In this network, both the observation model
and transition model were learned by feed-forward neural networks, whilst the Kalman Gain iteration was enhanced by a LSTM module [199]. More recently, Ju et al. designed a Interaction-aware Kalman Neural Networks (IaKNN), in which they incorporated two LSTM modules for learning the time-varying process and measurement noises for the update step of the Kalman filter [200]. Nonetheless, all these studies were conducted in computer-vision tasks, such as human pose reconstruction or trajectory prediction of self-driving cars. To our best knowledge, there has yet any research on sEMG-based motion estimation.

5.1.2 Contribution

In this chapter, a novel variation of CNN-LSTM framework, i.e. DKFN, is presented to estimate hand kinematics more accurately. DKFN firstly utilises CNN to extract high-level features from raw sEMG signals, and then employs LSTM-KF to conduct sequence regression of CNN features. The main contribution lies in the design of LSTM-KF which integrates LSTM into Kalman filter for recursive learning, such that the advantages of Kalman filter and LSTM can be exploited jointly. In particular, LSTM-KF adopts the computational graph of Kalman filter but estimates parameters of the transition/observation model and the Kalman gain from data using LSTM modules. To validate the effectiveness of DKFN, eight healthy subjects were recruited to perform continuous wrist movements. Moreover, a public benchmark is further utilised to verify the generalisation of DKFN in mapping sEMG to finger kinematics. Experimental results demonstrate that DKFN can outperform CNN and CNN-LSTM in the sequence regression for both wrist and finger kinematics estimation.

5.1.3 Chapter Organisation

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the pipeline of DKFN. The application of Kalman filter in myoelectric control is firstly introduced, and then the design of LSTM-KF is described elaborately. Section 5.3 introduces experimental setups of wrist/finger kinematics estimation,
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5.2.1 Overview

As shown in Figure 5.1, DKFN also takes the two-step structure utilised by CNN-LSTM, i.e. a CNN for deep feature extraction and a LSTM-KF for sequence regression. Herein, the proposed LSTM-KF follows the computational graph of Kalman filter and estimates parameters of the transition/observation model from data using LSTM modules. Thus LSTM-KF works recursively over time and produces a sequence of outcomes, i.e. \([s_1, \ldots, s_k]\) for CNN features \([f_1, \ldots, f_k]\) accordingly, where \(k\) denotes the sequence length. The final state \(s_k\) is taken as the regression output of this sample. In order to estimate kinematics in every time step, the increment between training sequences is set to be one feature vector. The design of CNN-based extraction is consistent with that in Chapter 4.2.1. In the following part, the design of LSTM-KF will be elaborated.

5.2.2 Design of LSTM-KF

For the sake of demonstration, the typical workflow of Kalman filter to decode upper limb kinematics from neural activities [195, 196] is firstly introduced. Specifically, the system dynamics is formulated as a transition model and an observation model:

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_i &= As_{i-1} + w, \\
    f_i &= Hs_i + v,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(f_i\) denotes the extracted feature of neural signals in the \(i^{th}\) \((i \in [1,k])\) time step and \(s_i\) is the kinematic state of the hand. \(A\) is the state transition matrix, \(H\) is the measurement transformation matrix, \(w\) and \(v\) are the state
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Figure 5.1: Pipeline of DKFN in hand motion estimation using sEMG. It is noted that DKFN is composed two parts, i.e. a CNN for deep feature extraction and a LSTM-KF for sequence regression.
and measurement uncertainties drawn from Gaussian distributions \( N(0, Q) \), and \( N(0, R) \).

With these parameters determined, Kalman filter utilizes an iterative feedback loop with a prediction step and an update step to fuse two models. In the prediction step, the mean and covariance of the current state are estimated by

\[
\hat{s}_i = A\hat{s}_{i-1},
\]

\[
\hat{P}_i = A\hat{P}_{i-1}A + Q,
\]

where \( \hat{s}_i \) is the prior state estimate for the \( i^{th} \) time step and \( \hat{P}_i \) denotes the prior state covariance matrix.

In the update step, the Kalman gain \( \hat{K}_i \) is calculated by

\[
\hat{K}_i = \hat{P}_iH^T\left( H\hat{P}_iH + R \right)^{-1}.
\]

Based on \( \hat{K}_i \) and the observed measurement \( f_i \), the mean and covariance of the posterior state estimate, i.e., \( s_i \) and \( P_i \), can be updated as

\[
s_i = \hat{s}_i + \hat{K}_i(f_i - H\hat{s}_i),
\]

\[
P_i = (I - \hat{K}_iH)\hat{P}_i,
\]

where \( I \) is an identity matrix.

To apply Kalman filter, parameters \( A, H, Q, \) and \( R \) are usually hand-designed and tuned under simplistic assumptions, which might be arbitrary and crude for many practical tasks [198]. Besides, the transition model and the observation model of Kalman filter tend to capture linear relationships between sEMG signals and hand kinematics, whereas a high non-linearity in data has been verified in numerous literature [45, 48, 152].

Different from Kalman filter, LSTM also exploits the recursive structure but captures the non-linear dynamics between the input and output with its weight matrices learned from data. The implementation of LSTM in sEMG-based kinematics estimation can refer to Eq. 4.1. However, LSTM mainly focuses on the relationship between hand kinematics and sEMG features, but can neither include
prior knowledge of the system nor capture the uncertainty information. In this study, the proposed LSTM-KF intends to solve these limitations by combining merits of Kalman filter and LSTM. Specifically, LSTM-KF follows the computational graph of Kalman filter described in Eq. 5.3-5.7, but $A$, $H$, $Q$, and $R$ are designed to be learnable on the basis of LSTM modules [198].

In the transition model, $A_i$ and $Q_i$ are produced by LSTM modules using previous state estimate $s_{i-1}$:

$$A_i, h^A_i = LSTM_A \left( s_{i-1}, h^{A}_{i-1} \right),$$  

$$Q_i, h^Q_i = LSTM_Q \left( s_{i-1}, h^{Q}_{i-1} \right),$$

where $LSTM_A$ and $LSTM_Q$ are LSTM modules for the approximation of $A_i$ and $Q_i$, whilst $h^A_{i-1}$ and $h^Q_{i-1}$ denote the hidden states of $LSTM_A$ and $LSTM_Q$, respectively.

In the observation model, CNN features $f_i$ can be used as external measurement to produce $H_i$ and $R_i$:

$$H_i, h^H_i = LSTM_H \left( f_i, h^{H}_{i-1} \right),$$  

$$R_i, h^R_i = LSTM_R \left( f_i, h^{R}_{i-1} \right).$$

The obtained $A_i$, $R_i$, $Q_i$, and $H_i$ are then fed into the prediction step and then the update step of Kalman filter to compute $s_{i-1}$ and $P_{i-1}$. The feed-forward architecture of LSTM-KF in one loop is depicted in Figure 5.2. As we can see, in LSTM-KF, both the transition/observation matrices and the corresponding covariance matrices can change through time dynamically. Moreover, as suggested by [199], $\hat{K}_i$ in Eq. 5.5 is defined as the intermediate gain, and an extra LSTM module is exploited to learn the final gain $K_i$ based on $\hat{K}_i$:

$$K_i, h^K_i = LSTM_K \left( \hat{K}_i, h^{K}_{i-1} \right).$$

### 5.2.3 Model training

Following the training approaches in [198], CNN and LSTM-KF are also trained separately in this study. To train CNN, a regression layer is attached to the
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Figure 5.2: The feed-forward architecture of LSTM-KF in one loop of the recursive learning.

presented CNN architecture to complete a supervised learning process, in which inputs are sEMG matrices and labels are measured kinematics. After this step, feature vectors can be extracted from the second FC layer of CNN to construct training sequences LSTM-KF. From Eq. 5.3-5.12 we can see that feed-forward computation of LSTM-KF is conducted with iterative loops, and that all learnable weights come from LSTM modules. The standard Euclidean $L_2$ loss is employed in the loss function of LSTM-KF, with a regularisation term to mitigate against over-fitting:

$$
L(W) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \| s_{ij} - y_{ij} \|_2 + \lambda \| W \|_2, \tag{5.13}
$$

where $W$ denotes the weights of LSTM modules, $N$ is the number of training sequences in a training-batch, $s_{ij}$ is the state of the $i^{th}$ time step in the $j^{th}$ sequence sample, $y_{ij}$ is the measured kinematics, and $\lambda$ is the scaling factor for regularisation.
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This study mainly focused on the joint kinematics estimation of wrist and fingers. Two data sources were employed to validate performances of LSTM-KF. The first data source was obtained from our experiments, in which wrist kinematics (flexion/extension) of eight healthy subjects were captured. The second source is a public benchmark which involves multi-DOF finger motions (index flexion, middle flexion, ring flexion) from ten able-bodied subjects and two amputees.

5.3.1 Wrist Kinematics Experiment

In this chapter, a wrist kinematics dataset constructed by our research group was utilised for model evaluation [6]. Approved by the MaPS and Engineering joint Faculty Research Ethics Committee of University of Leeds, UK (MEEC 18-002), six males and two females (aged 25 to 31) participated in this experiment. A written informed consent was obtained from each subject. As shown in Figure 5.3, subjects are asked to seat on the armchair, with torso fully straight and forearm relaxed. The current position of hand was set as the neutral position. During

Figure 5.3: The placement of electrodes and markers in wrist kinematics estimation. The current gesture was regarded as the neutral position in the continuous wrist movement. More details can be found in [6].
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data collection, participants were performed wrist flexion/extension following a continuous cycle trial: the wrist was rotated from neutral position to the flexion direction, it was then moved back to the extension direction and finally returned to neutral position. Five repetitive trials were conducted by each participate and each trial lasted for about 20s. A three minutes break was given between each trial to prevent muscle fatigue.

In our experiment, the Delsys TrignoTM system was used to record sEMG signals. Avanti electrodes were placed over five wrist muscles (Flexor Carpi Radialis, lexor Carpi Ulnaris, Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus, Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis, and Extensor Carpi Ulnaris) over right forearm. The sampling rate of was set as 2000Hz. To capture wrist movements through the motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd. UK), 16 reflective markers were placed on the right upper limb. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, markers were allocated over the spinous process of the 7th and 10th thoracic vertebra, right scapula, xiphoid, acromio-clavicular joint, clavicle, lateral/medial humerus medial epicondyle, right radial/ulnar styloid, middle forearm and the right third metacarpus. The sampling rate of Vicon Motion System was 250Hz and the synchronisation of the kinematic data and sEMG were conducted using a trigger module. The Vicon upper limb model were applied to calculate wrist joint angles as the measured angles or ground truth.

5.3.2 Finger Kinematics Experiment

In order to verify the generalisation of LSTM-KF, the finger kinematics estimation was conducted using data from the 8th Ninapro database [104]. Ten able-bodied subjects (nine males, one female) and two male, right-hand transradial amputees were recruited. The Delsys TrignoTM system was utilised to collect sEMG data from the right forearm of participants at a rate of 1111Hz. The finger kinematic data were recorded with a dataglove (Cyberglove 2, 18-DOF model) worn on the left hand. During data acquisition, participants were asked to perform bilateral mirrored movements, in which nine hand motions were activated. Each motion execution lasted around 7s with a 3s interval. Three trials were recorded for each
participant. The first two trials comprised ten repetitions of each hand movement and the third trial comprised two repetitions. A ten minutes break was given to participants after each trial.

5.3.3 Data Pre-processing

In both two experiments, sEMG signals were processed using a 3rd order Butterworth high pass filter (20Hz) to remove movement artefacts [189] and a low pass filter (450Hz) to remove unusable high frequency noise [28]. A Min-Max scaling was applied to normalise sEMG in each channel [190]. These procedures are consistent with Chapter 4.3.2. To complete feature extraction, the size of sliding windows was set to be 100ms length with 20ms increment (80% overlap). Thus the size of sEMG matrix \((1 \times L \times C)\) was \(1 \times 199 \times 5\). Since subjects were asked to rotate the wrist in a comparatively low speed, the label of a sample was obtained by computing the mean value of angles (captured by Vicon) within the processing window. To implement sequence regression, the time duration of a training sequence was set as 300ms, resulting in 10 time steps in \([f_1, \cdots, f_k]\), i.e. \(k = 10\). As for the labels in finger kinematics estimation, glove measurements were also averaged within a processing window and then converted into finger kinematics via a linear mapping [104]. The sliding windows were 200ms in length with 50ms increment, and the time duration of a training sequence was set as 500ms.

5.3.4 Hyper-parameter Settings

The training of CNN and LSTM modules is implemented using Tensorflow backend. Specifically, CNN was trained in a 32 sized mini-batch for 100 epochs via adaptive moment estimation. The dynamic learning rate was 0.0001 with a decay rate of 0.001 for each iteration. The slope scale of leaky ReLU layers was set as 0.1. The max-pooling layer used a pool size of 3, whilst the dropout rate is set to be 30%. As for LSTM modules, weights were initialised using Xavier initialisation and then trained in a 32 sized mini-batch for 100 epochs via ADAM. The initial
learning rate was set as 0.001 and retained 0.99 in each epoch. The regularisation factor $\lambda$ was 0.01. In general, the number of hidden layers in LSTM will affect the regression performance. In our experiment, 20 hidden layers were empirically observed to be a good trade-off for two datasets since more layers would result in a much heavier computational load with limited improvement in model accuracy.

5.4 Results and Discussion

In this study, performances of DKFN were evaluated using inter-session results. In the wrist kinematics experiment, the model was trained in the first four trials and tested in the last trial. To validate the finger kinematics estimation, first two sessions were used for model training the last session for testing. Same to Chapter 4, $R^2$ also served as the performance metric to indicate how the estimated curve is related to measured joint motion. Since DKFN can be regarded as a variation of the work in last chapter, CNN and CNN-LSTM were selected as baseline methods for model comparison.

5.4.1 Wrist Kinematics Estimation

Figure 5.4 illustrates the estimation performances of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN in Subject 1-4. As we can see, wrist motions can be effectively reconstructed from sEMG signals using three methods. In each subject, the trajectory reconstructed by DKFN (red dashed line) is closer to the ground truth (blue solid line) than other two trajectories. Another interesting observation in Figure 5.4 is that trajectories of both CNN-LSTM and DKFN are comparatively smoother than the trajectory of CNN. A main reason is that the sequence regression conducted by LSTM and LSTM-KF can reduce some fluctuations by exploiting temporal dependencies among adjacent sEMG features. Different from conventional smoothing techniques such as the moving average, LSTM and LSTM-KF do not cause lags. In terms of the mappings of sEMG with wrist kinematics, LSTM and LSTM-KF are capable of capturing some of those buried in CNN features.
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Figure 5.4: Performances of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN in wrist kinematics estimation.
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Table 5.1: $R^2$ of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN in wrist kinematics estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>CNN-LSTM</th>
<th>DKFN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject3</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject4</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject6</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 5.4 (c), CNN-LSTM and DKFN managed to track target motions performed by Subject 3 between 13s-16s, whereas CNN only captured half of that trajectory.

To compare estimation performances quantitatively, Table 5.1 summarises the $R^2$ and RMSE of three methods in all subjects. The average performances (mean±standard deviation) of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN are 0.72±0.13, 0.82±0.12, 0.87±0.08 for $R^2$. As we can see, DKFN achieves much larger $R^2$ than other two methods. The outperformance of DKFN can be more evident in Subject 3-4. A special case in our experiment is Subject 6, where CNN-LSTM outperforms DKFN slightly. In fact $R^2$ values of 0.95 (CNN-LSTM) and 0.93 (DKFN) are actually quite close, and the predicted curves can both catch the ground-truth with very limited errors. It can be inferred that in this subject the extracted CNN features can be very well matched with the sequence regression conducted by vanilla LSTM or LSTM-KF.

5.4.2 Finger Kinematics Estimation

Different from the experiment settings of wrist kinematics estimation, finger motions were activated in multi-DOFs simultaneously. In this study, all three models
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Figure 5.5: Performances of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKNF in finger kinematics estimation.
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Figure 5.6: Average $R^2$ of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN among three DOFs in each subject. AB denotes the able-bodied subjects and Amp denotes amputees. These methods were trained/tested using kinematics data in each DOF (index/middle/ring flexion) separately. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the performances of CNN, CNN-LSTM and DKFN for estimating finger positions in an able-bodied subject (AB9). As we can see, three methods are capable of capturing measured trajectories in most cases. Similar to wrist kinematics estimations, herein LSTM and LSTM-KF can help to generate smoother trajectories and mitigate some abrupt fluctuations or deterioration of CNN, such as the last peak of curves in the middle flexion of AB9. Table 5.2 lists the $R^2$ of three methods in index/middle/ring flexion of each participant.

Figure 5.6 demonstrate the average estimation performances among all DOFs in each subject. The results of CNN, CNN-LSTM and DKFN among all DOFs in able-bodied subjects are 0.64±0.14, 0.69±0.15, 0.73±0.14, respectively. For finger kinematics of amputees, statistical results are 0.57±0.15, 0.66±0.17, 0.68±0.16, respectively. From this figure we can observe two interesting results: 1) compared with CNN, the sequence regression conducted by CNN-LSTM or DKFN improves estimation accuracy significantly; 2) through embedding LSTM modules in the
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Table 5.2: $R^2$ of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN in Finger Kinematics Estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Finger</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>CNN-LSTM</th>
<th>DKFN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 1</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 2</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 3</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 4</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 5</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 6</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 7</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 8</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 9</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able-bodied 10</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amputee 1</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amputee 2</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.7: Average estimation results of DKFN among all subjects with varied length of sequences.

Kalman filter computational graph, LSTM-KF further enhances the accuracy of sequence regression. Besides, due to the complexity of finger motions, average performances of three models are inferior to those in wrist kinematics estimation. However, these models can still achieve high accuracy in many subjects, such as AB2, AB4, and AB6 (in ring flexion of AB2, $R^2$ of CNN, CNN-LSTM, and DKFN can reach 0.82, 0.90, and 0.91, respectively).

5.4.3 Effects of Sequence Length

The length of training/testing sequences determines the number of deep feature vectors involved in the sequence regression. In general, a too short sequence cannot provide sufficient information for model learning, whereas a too long sequence will significantly reduce the computational efficiency. Thus, a trade-off is of importance to enhance the practical utilisation of DKFN in myoelectric control. Herein, the influence of sequence length in wrist/finger kinematics estimation was validated. Five different time-steps were selected for comparison, i.e. 1, 5, 10, 20, 50. These time-steps correspond to the sequences lasting 120ms, 200ms, 300ms, 500ms, 1100ms in the wrist dataset and 250ms, 450ms, 700ms, 1200ms.
2700ms in the finger dataset. Figure 5.7 illustrated the average estimation results of DKFN among all subjects using varied length of sequences. As we can see, in both datasets the model performances are overall improved with the increase of sequence length, but improvements will be limited when the length becomes comparatively larger. Therefore, it can be inferred that a sequence lasting 300-500ms may work properly in wrist kinematics estimation, whilst a length of 500-800ms might be suitable for the finger dataset.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter proposed DKFN which utilises a novel structure, i.e. LSTM-KF, to conduct sequence regression for hand kinematics estimation in HMI. With LSTM modules integrated into the computational graph of Kalman filter, parameters of the transition/observation model and Kalman gain can be learned from data effectively. Since LSTM-KF combines the non-linear transform property of LSTM with the probabilistic fusion mechanism of Kalman filter, it outperforms conventional LSTM in the sequence regression of CNN features extracted from sEMG in wrist/finger kinematics estimation.
Chapter 6
Inter-Subject Domain
Adaptation for CNN-Based
Kinematics Estimation

Following most experimental protocols in related research, the above Chapters mainly focus on performances of DL in intra-subject scenario. However, as a type of bio-electricity, sEMG is inherently user-specific, causing the amplitude and frequencies to be highly variable among individuals even when signals are measured from the same location with the same motion. In this context, a pre-trained DL model often suffers from degradation when it is testing on a new subject. This issue can be regarded as a domain shift problem in DL applications, where the distributions of training and testing data differ significantly. Although retraining a new model from scratch can help to avoid this issue, considerable number of labelled data that is specific to the target subject need to be collected to enable sufficient learning, which is actually inconvenient in practice.

In this chapter, a novel regression scheme is proposed for supervised domain adaptation (SDA), based on which domain shift effects can be effectively reduced. Specifically, a two-stream CNN with shared weights is established to exploit source and target sEMG data simultaneously, such that domain-invariant
features can be extracted. To tune CNN weights, both regression losses and a domain discrepancy loss are employed, where the former enable supervised learning and the latter minimises distribution divergences between two domains. In this study, eight healthy subjects were recruited to perform wrist flexion-extension movements. Experiment results illustrated that the proposed regression SDA outperformed fine-tuning, a state-of-the-art transfer learning method, in both single-single and multiple-single scenarios of kinematics estimation. Unlike fine-tuning which suffers from catastrophic forgetting, regression SDA can maintain much better performances in original domains, which boosts the model reusability among multiple subjects.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Motivation

Recently, DL techniques, especially CNN, has gained considerable attentions in joint kinematics estimation to shift the paradigm of artificial intelligence (AI) from conventional feature engineering to feature learning. For example, Ameri et al. proposed a CNN-based regression model which estimated wrist angles more accurately than support vector regression (SVR) and achieved better performances in the Fitts’ law test [110]. Yang et al. investigated data-augmentation methods for CNN, and observed that CNN outperformed SVR significantly in the decoding of wrist kinetics [152, 175]. Moreover, CNN can also work as the deep feature extractor in the hybrid CNN-RNN (RNN denotes recurrent neural networks) scheme to further increase the estimation accuracy [14, 177]. However, these results are mainly obtained in laboratory settings which are simplistic and static. In fact, characteristics of sEMG can be easily influenced by external factors including muscle fatigue, electrode shift, impedance changes in electrode-“skin interface, variations of contraction forces, and arm position effects, etc. [22, 56, 58, 201]. In particular, sEMG signals have a user-specific nature, causing a pre-trained CNN model to suffer from severe degradation when testing on a new individual.
Although it has been reported that features learned by deep neural networks may be able to share similar distributions across different subjects [152, 202], the inter-subject problem can still lead to a sharp decline in the estimation performances [152, 203].

Traditional DL approaches assume that training and testing data stem from the same underlying distribution. However, this assumption barely holds in practice [204], where the source domain $D^S$ and target domain $D^T$ have different feature spaces or marginal probability distributions [121], i.e. $D^T \neq D^S$. This issue is also known as domain shift. To this end, transfer learning (TL) has been investigated by exploiting knowledge learned in $D^S$ and to effectively train DL models in $D^T$ with insufficient labelled data. A simple but prevalent deep TL approach is fine-tuning (FT), where weights of a DL model developed in $D^S$ are used as the starting points for the model to be trained in $D^T$. FT has also been reported to enhance model training or adaptability in sEMG-based hand motion estimation. For instance, Wang et al. utilised FT in the training of a multimodal recurrent CNN. In this study, $D^S$ data came from the NinaPro project [139], and $D^T$ was composed of multimodal data collected from experiments. Ameri et al. employed FT to enhance CNN performances under the condition of electrode shift [141]. Experiments in both hand gesture recognition and wrist kinematics estimation verified the outperformance of FT when compared with a simple aggregation of pre-shift and post-shift sets. In addition, Kim et al. also fine-tuned the supportive CNN classifiers in the proposed subject-transfer framework, such that the estimation model can be more robust in terms of intra-user variability [140]. However, FT is prone to be overfitting when too few labelled data are available in the target domain [205]. Besides, a fine-tuned network usually suffers from catastrophic forgetting which destroys the model reusability [206].

Apart from FT, another popular TL scheme is domain adaptation (DA) which improves the target predictive function $f(\bullet)$ by exploiting the knowledge in $D^S$ and $D^T$ simultaneously. Compared with FT, DA not only reduces the demand for labelled target data but also enables consistent performances on different domains [204]. The main idea of DA is to align feature distributions of $D^S$ and
In an embedding space. In practice, many efforts have followed the Siamese architecture [207], i.e. a two-stream CNN with shared weights. In this structure, one stream represents the source model and the other represents the target model. By adding additional discrepancy losses such as maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [208–211], correlation alignment (CORAL) [212], or higher-order moments [213] etc. in model training, distribution divergences can be effectively minimised. Representative works include deep domain confusion (DDC) [208] and deep adaptation networks (DAN) [209]. In specific, DDC exploited a two-stream CNN and minimised MMD between outputs of the last fully-connected (FC) layer in each stream. DAN expanded DDC by employing multiple MMD terms to process outputs of several FC layers. Further advancements can be found in residual transfer network (RTN) [210] and joint adaptation networks (JAN) [211], etc. However, these approaches were mainly proposed to enhance CNN classification in computer vision (CV) tasks. To our best knowledge, few investigations have been conducted to address domain shift in sEMG-based kinematics estimation.

6.1.2 Contribution

A novel regression scheme for SDA is proposed to reduce domain shift effects on CNN-based wrist kinematics estimation in the inter-subject circumstance. In this study, the source domain $D^S$ denotes the source subjects which provide sufficient labelled data for CNN training, and target domain $D^T$ represents the target subject to be tested using the pre-trained model. Specifically, a Siamese architecture is established to exploit both source and target data simultaneously, such that the domain-invariant features can be extracted. To tune CNN weights effectively, three types of loss functions are employed, including the regression losses for supervised learning in $D^S$ and $D^T$, a MMD loss to reduce distribution mismatches between two domains in the latent space, and a regression contrastive loss to learn more discriminative deep features for domain alignment.
6.1.3 Chapter Organisation

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 describes the regression SDA, where the model structure, the CNN layers and the loss functions are presented elaborately. Section 6.3 introduces experimental setups for wrist kinematics estimation. Section 6.4 presents experimental results of regression SDA and baseline methods. The chapter is discussed in section 6.5 and then concluded in section 6.6.

6.2 Methodology

In general, DA can be divided into supervised (SDA) and unsupervised (UDA) approaches [122]. In UDA, there are no labelled data in $D^T$, and existed works mainly focus on the alignment of feature distributions between domains. As for SDA, a small number of labelled samples in $D^T$ can be utilised to build a bridge from sources to targets. Herein, SDA is preferred since it can be more accurate in terms of the adaptation to large changes in sEMG signals [141]. The superiority in estimation performances have also been reported in CV tasks [214]. Specifically, in SDA we are given $D^S = \{ (X^S_m, y^S_m) \}_{m=1}^M$, $D^T_{\text{train}} = \{ (X^T_n, y^T_n) \}_{n=1}^N$ and $D^T_{\text{test}} = \{ (X^T_j, y^T_j) \}_{j=1}^J$, where $X$ denotes sEMG matrix extracted from raw signals and $y$ is the related wrist angle (ground-truth). $D^T_{\text{train}}$ participates in the model training together with $D^S$, whilst $D^T_{\text{test}}$ is utilised to test SDA performances. It is noted that data in $D^T_{\text{train}}$ are normally insufficient to train a conventional CNN, i.e. $N \ll J \approx M$.

6.2.1 Framework of Regression SDA

Following most efforts in DA [204, 208–211, 214], our regression SDA is also designed based on the two-stream CNN structure with shared weights. The basic structure of CNN is consistent with those in Chapter 4 and 5. As depicted in Figure 6.1, a pairwise sample $\{ (X^S_m, y^S_m), (X^T_n, y^T_n) \}$ is imported into regression SDA, in which the first stream operates $X^S_m$ and the second operates $X^T_n$ separ-
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ately. The construction of pairwise samples allows each target sample \((X_T^n, y_T^n)\) to be paired with all source samples \((X_S^m, y_S^m)\), which is able to effectively align the entire source data with the few target data [214]. This process can also be regarded as the Cartesian product of two datasets [215].

It is noted that the total number of pairwise samples, i.e. \(M \times N\), will not be overlarge due to the size of \(D_{train}^T\). In practice, the computational load can be further reduced by downsampling these pairwise samples for model training [214, 215]. Apart from the model structure, loss functions are also of vital importance to regression SDA. In this framework, regression losses and a domain discrepancy loss are combined to tune CNN, where the former is leveraged for supervised learning and the latter works to align feature distributions of source and target streams.

6.2.2 Design of Loss Functions

To tune CNN weights \(W\), the source label \(y_S^m\) and target label \(y_T^n\) are utilised to calculate the regression loss, i.e. mean square error (MSE), for each stream. Meanwhile, a domain discrepancy loss is also added to minimise the distribution divergence between two domains. Therefore, the optimal weights \(W^*\) can be learned by reducing the total loss which is formulated as

\[
\mathcal{L}(W) = \mathcal{L}_S + \mathcal{L}_T + \mathcal{L}_d,
\]

where \(\mathcal{L}_S\) denotes the regression loss calculated in \(D^S\) whilst \(\mathcal{L}_T\) represents the loss in \(D_{train}^T\). \(\mathcal{L}_d\) is the domain discrepancy loss combined of a MMD loss and a regression contrastive loss (\(RContrastive\)). In particular, \(RContrastive\) is an expansion of the classification contrastive loss (\(CContrastive\)) originally designed

\[
\mathcal{L}_S = MSE(W | X^S, y^S),
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_T = MSE(W | X^T, y^T),
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_d = \gamma_1 \text{MMD}^2(W | X^S, X^T) + \gamma_2 RContrastive(W | X^S, y^S, X^T, y^T),
\]

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)
to guarantee deep features with better intra-class compactness and inter-class separability in the latent space [214, 216]. Coefficients \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are used to balance MMD loss and \textit{RContrastive} in model training.

**MSE Loss**

MSE loss is one of the most commonly used regression loss functions for supervised learning. It is the sum of squared distances between ground-truth and predictions:
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$$MSE(W \mid X^S, y^S) = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^M \|y_m^S - \hat{y}_m^S\|^2}{M}, \quad (6.5)$$

$$MSE(W \mid X^T, y^T) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^N \|y_n^T - \hat{y}_n^T\|^2}{N}, \quad (6.6)$$

where $\hat{y}_m^S$ and $\hat{y}_n^T$ denote the predicted wrist angles in the source and target stream, respectively.

MMD Loss

Given two sets of data drawn from two distributions, MMD measures the distance between the mean of these two sets after mapping each sample to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [217]. The empirical estimate of squared MMD is as follows

$$MMD^2(S, T) = \left\| \sum_{m=1}^M \varphi\left(\frac{f_m^S}{M}\right) - \sum_{n=1}^N \varphi\left(\frac{f_n^T}{N}\right) \right\|_{\mathcal{H}}^2, \quad (6.7)$$

where $f_m^S$ and $f_n^T$ represent the feature vectors extracted in the 2nd FC Block of the source and target streams, respectively. $\varphi(\bullet)$ indicates the mapping of the feature vectors to RKHS, and $\| \bullet \|_{\mathcal{H}}$ denotes the RKHS norm. In practice, Eq. 6.7 is usually calculated using kernel tricks, and the MMD loss can be further expressed as

$$MMD^2(W \mid X^S, X^T) = \frac{\sum_{m,m^*}^M k\left(f_m^S, f_{m^*}^S\right)}{M^2} - \frac{\sum_{m,n}^M k\left(f_m^S, f_n^T\right)}{M \times N} + \frac{\sum_{n,n^*}^N k\left(f_n^T, f_{n^*}^T\right)}{N^2}, \quad (6.8)$$

where $k(\bullet, \bullet)$ is a kernel function. Following most studies in DA, the standard RBF kernel is adopted such that MMD can compare all the orders of statistic moments [122]. As suggested in [205], the variance in RBF kernel is empirically set as 1.
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Regression Contrastive Loss

\(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\) is to learn more discriminative deep features in regression tasks. The basic idea is that samples from different domains but with similar kinematics should be mapped nearby in the latent space. On the contrary, dissimilar samples should be distant from each other. Therefore, \(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\) is formulated as

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{\text{Contrastive}} (W \mid X^S, y^S, X^T, y^T) &= Y \|f_m^S - f_n^T\|_F^2 \\
&\quad + (1 - Y) \left\{ \max \left( 0, \sigma - \|f_m^S - f_n^T\|_F \right) \right\}^2,
\end{align*}
\]

(6.9)

where \(\| \cdot \|_F\) denotes the Frobenius norm, and \(\sigma\) is a margin to specify the separation of feature vectors in the embedding space. \(Y\) is the label defined for the similarity of a pairwise sample. As mentioned before, \(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\) is the expansion of \(C_{\text{Contrastive}}\) which is designed for the classification tasks [214, 216]. In \(C_{\text{Contrastive}}\), \(Y\) can be denoted as a binary value determined by the rule: \(Y = 1\) if the source and target data are from the same category; otherwise \(Y = 0\). However, in regression tasks \(y_m^S\) and \(y_n^T\) are continuous values that cannot be assigned to specific categories. To address this issue, the computation of \(Y\) in \(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\) is modified as

\[
Y = 1 - \frac{\|y_m^S - y_n^T\|_1}{\alpha},
\]

(6.10)

where \(\alpha\) denotes a constant which normalises \(\|y_m^S - y_n^T\|_1\) into \([0,1]\). From Eq. 6.8 we can see that \(Y = 1\) if \(y_m^S = y_n^T\). By contrast, \(Y\) will become smaller or even close to zero when \(y_m^S\) and \(y_n^T\) are dissimilar substantially.

To summarise, in the proposed method, both regression losses and discrepancy losses are employed to tune CNN weights \(W\): \(L_S\) and \(L_T\) utilise MSE losses to enable supervised learning in each domain, whilst \(L_d\) works as a regularisation term to ensure that CNN can perform well in both domains. Specifically, \(L_d\) is combined of MMD loss and \(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\), where MMD loss minimises the distribution mismatch of two different domains in the latent space, and \(R_{\text{Contrastive}}\) provides more discriminative deep features to further boost domain alignment. With these losses, \(W\) can be updated effectively using the backpropagation al-
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Algorithm. The final weights $W^*$ can be leveraged to estimate wrist kinematics in $D_{test}^T$. The overall process of SDA further is summarised in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: The Proposed Regression SDA.

**Input:** Source domain dataset $D^S = \{(X^S_m, y^S_m)\}_{m=1}^M$, target domain dataset $D^T_{train} = \{(X^T_n, y^T_n)\}_{n=1}^N$, learning rate $\beta$, max training epochs $T$, loss coefficients $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$, parameters $\sigma$ and $\alpha$.

**Output:** Optimal weights $W^*$

1: Construct pairwise samples $\{(X^S_m, y^S_m), (X^T_n, y^T_n)\}$ based on $D^S$ and $D^T_{train}$.
2: Initialise $W$.
3: while epoch $t < T$ do
  4: $\hat{y}^S_m, f^S_m \leftarrow \text{CNN} (X^S_m, W(t))$
  5: $\hat{y}^T_n, f^T_n \leftarrow \text{CNN} (X^T_n, W(t))$
  6: Calculate $\mathcal{L}_S$, $\mathcal{L}_T$, and $\mathcal{L}_d$ based on Eq. 6.5-6.10
  7: $W(t + 1) \leftarrow W(t) - \beta \nabla_W (\mathcal{L}_S + \mathcal{L}_T + \mathcal{L}_d)$
8: end while
9: Return $W^*$

6.2.3 Baseline Methods

To demonstrate the effectiveness of regression SDA, it is further compared with several baseline methods. The descriptions of these methods are as follows.

**Source Only (SO)**

SO simulates the implementation of a pre-trained CNN in the TL process $D^S \rightarrow D^T$, where only data in $D^S$ are utilised for supervised learning.
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**Target Only (TO)**

TO represents the conventional training of CNN using $D_{\text{train}}^T$, in which the network weights are randomly initialised. Similar to regression SDA, SO, and TO are also trained using pairwise samples reconstructed from $D^S$ and $D_{\text{train}}^T$. However, only $\mathcal{L}_S$ is adopted in SO, whereas TO utilises $\mathcal{L}_T$ instead. This strategy can also be regarded as a data augmentation approach for deep learning [218].

**Joint Training (JT)**

JT shares the same architecture with SDA but the discrepancy loss is excluded. It can be considered as a TL/DA approach which attempts to exploit information in both $D^S$ and $D^T$.

**Fine-tuning (FT)**

As aforementioned, FT is the simplest but most prevalent TL approach in deep learning applications. Following previous research [141], convolutional layers are transferred from a CNN that is pre-trained in $D^S$ as the initial values for a new model to be trained in $D_{\text{train}}^T$.

**Ordinary least square (OLS)**

Since the least square based approaches do not heavily rely on the size of training data and computation resources, the OLS model is also included for comparison. Similar to TO, OLS is also trained using $D_{\text{train}}^T$. As suggested by previous studies [26, 99, 193], several temporal spatial features are extracted from sEMG, including MAV, RMS, VAR, and 4th AR. In case of over-fitting, PCA is applied to reduce redundant hand-crafted features.
6.3 Materials and Experimental Methods

In this study, SDA was evaluated using the customized dataset of wrist kinematics estimation. Details of experiment settings and data pre-processing can be found in Chapter 5.3.1. To extract samples for CNN, the size of sliding windows was set to be 100ms length with 50ms increment. To eliminate the impact of amplitude differences among subjects, sEMG data of each participant were normalised by dividing the peak value of each given muscle in the isometric maximum voluntary contraction \[219\].

6.3.1 Hyper-parameter Setting

The two-stream network was trained in a 32 sized mini-batch for 100 epochs via adaptive moment estimation (ADAM). The dynamic learning rate was 0.001. The slope scale of leaky ReLU layers was set as 0.1. The max-pooling layer used a pool size of 3, whilst the dropout rate was set to be 30%. Following \[214\], we also set \(\sigma = 1\) for \(R_{Contrastive}\). Based on experiment protocols, \(\alpha\) in Eq. 6.10 was set to be 180 since wrist rotations were normally within \([-90^\circ, 90^\circ]\). In addition, we empirically set \(\gamma_1 = 1000\) and \(\gamma_2 = 0.1\). The training of the network was implemented using Pytorch backend.

6.3.2 Model Evaluation

Consistent with Chapter 4.5, \(R^2\) was used to evaluate the performances of regression SDA. The mathematical expression can be found in Eq. 4.2. It is noted that \(R^2\) of a perfect estimation is close to 1, and it becomes negative if the square sum of estimation errors are larger than the variance of ground-truth.

In this study, SDA was compared with baseline methods in both single-single and multiple-single scenarios of kinematics estimation. The dataset of each subject was categorised as either the source or target domain for each TL process, which thus resulted in 56 processes in the single-single scenario. For the sake of simplicity, we use \(D^{Sa} \rightarrow D^{Tb}\) \((a, b = 1, 2, ..., 8, a \neq b)\) to define the TL process.
from source subject $a$ to target subject $b$. To guarantee a sufficient training, data in five experiment trials of a source subject were combined to construct a comparatively large $D^S$. Differently, in the multiple-single scenario, the inter-user data are leveraged for model training before testing on a new participant. Assuming that more general and informative features could be learned by CNN based on data aggregated from multiple individuals, this scenario is also prevalent in the inter-subject evaluations of TL approaches. In our experiment, for each $D^{Tb}$, the corresponding $D^S$ was composed of data from the rest seven subjects.

According to the settings of regression SDA [122, 214], i.e. sufficient labelled training data in the source domain and sparse ones in target, $D^{T_{\text{train}}}$ was composed of only 10% data collected in one experimental trial (about 2 ∼ 3s to cover a wrist contraction circle from extension to flexion), whilst the rest data of this trial are stored in $D^{T_{\text{test}}}$ for evaluation. Besides, to reduce the computational load, only the first 20% of the shuffled pairwise samples were utilised for model training. This procedure is similar to the ratio filter applied in [214, 215]. Empirically, the estimation accuracy is observed to be close to those when all $M \times N$ pairwise samples were involved.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Domain Shift Effects on Inter-subject Estimation

Figure 6.2 demonstrates sEMG signals and related wrist angles of two subjects in kinematics estimation. Amplitudes of sEMG in each channel indicate the activation levels of the measured muscle. In particular, the measured muscles include Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR), Flexor Carpi Ulnaris (FCU), Extensor Carpi Radialis Longus (ECRL), Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis (ECRB), and Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU). As we can see, in some channels (such as CH5) sEMG patterns can differ substantially among subjects even though wrist motions are similar. Performances of a CNN model were then validated in both intra-subject ($D^S$ and $D^T$ are from one subject) and inter-subject ($D^S$ and $D^T$ are from two
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Figure 6.2: Normalised sEMG signals and wrist angles of (a) subject 6 and (b) subject 1 in a rotation cycle. The wrist angles are measured in degrees. The channel numbers and measured muscles were consistent among all subjects: CH1-FCR, CH2-FCU, CH3-ECRL, CH4-ECRB, CH5-ECU. As shown in this figure, muscle activation varied dramatically among two subjects. In particular, ECU of subject 6 was mainly activated during wrist extension. By contrast, high activation can be found in ECU of subject 1 during flexion.

different subjects) circumstances. As shown in Figure 6.3, the validation loss decreases effectively in the former circumstance but can hardly converge in the latter.
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Figure 6.3: Loss performances of CNN during model learning in both intra-subject and inter-subject scenarios.

6.4.2 Learning Process of Regression SDA

In this section, learning process of regression SDA was investigated. Figure 6.4 illustrates convergences of $\mathcal{L}_S$, $\mathcal{L}_T$, and $\mathcal{L}_d$ in the TL process $D^{S6} \rightarrow D^{T1}$. From this figure it can be observed that two regression losses and the domain discrepancy loss could decrease simultaneously via backpropagation. Different from iteration performances in Figure 6.3, the convergence of $\mathcal{L}_S$ was substantially restricted due to the regularisation of $\mathcal{L}_d$, which helped CNN to avoid over-fitting to the low-error regions of $D^S$. Besides, we can also find that $\mathcal{L}_T$ decreased faster than $\mathcal{L}_S$ even though their coefficients were set to be the same. Similar observations can also be found in many other TL processes in our experiment. A possible reason is that, although samples in $D^T_{\text{train}}$ were extremely augmented in the pairwise combinations, the information provided by $D^T_{\text{train}}$ is much less than $D^S$ due to its limited size.
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Figure 6.4: Loss performances of regression SDA during model learning in the TL process $D^{S6} \to D^{T1}$. Specifically, $L_S$ denotes the regression loss calculated in $D^S$, $L_T$ represents the loss in $D^{T_{train}}$, $L_d$ is the domain discrepancy loss combined of a MMD loss and the $R_{Contrastive}$ loss.

6.4.3 Estimation Performances in Single-Single TL Process

To illustrate the regression performances intuitively, Figure 6.5 plots the estimated trajectories of all listed methods in the transfer process $D^{S6} \to D^{T1}$. The absolute error of each method with regard to the ground-truth are also summarised in the histograms accordingly. From Figure 6.5 it can be observed that, due to domain shift effects in the inter-subject circumstance, the predicted trajectory of SO is quite distant from the ground-truth. The absolute errors of testing samples are substantially larger than other those of other methods. By contrast, trajectories of JT, FT, and regression SDA are much closer to the ground-truth, which can be also verified by the their better distributions of absolute errors. In particular, the trajectory of SDA can mostly fit the ground-truth, with absolute errors mainly smaller than 50 degrees.

For an explicit comparison, Table 6.1 summarises the regression performances
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Figure 6.5: Estimation performances (predicted wrist angles and absolute errors with respect to the ground-truth) of all methods in the TL process $D^{S6} \rightarrow D^{T1}$. GT denotes the ground-truth. The $R^2$ of these four methods are 0.38, 0.59, 0.59, 0.72, respectively. The $R^2$ of TO and OLS in $D^{T1}$ (TO and OLS are calculated once in each target subject) are 0.43 and 0.51.
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of SO, JT, FT, and SDA in the single-single TL processes $D^{S_a} \rightarrow D^{T_b}$. Besides, according to the definition of TO and OLS, these two methods are calculated once in each target subject. The $R^2$ of TO and OLS for $D^{T_b}$ can be found in Table 6.2. Since trajectories of SO usually differ a lot from the ground-truth (see Figure 6.5) due to the domain shift impact, the $R^2$ of SO in some TL processes can be negative, such as -0.24 in $D^{S_4} \rightarrow D^{T_1}$. From Table 6.1 it can be observed that SDA surpasses other methods, especially JT and FT in most cases. Another interesting observation is that in the same row TL performances also vary a lot. This is because the domain shift effects cannot be the same between every two subjects due to different similarities in their biochemical or physiological characteristics.

To better verify the effectiveness of regression SDA, ANOVA is applied for statistical analysis of SO, JT, FT, and SDA in each target subject, and the results can be found in Figure 6.6. As aforementioned, the performances of each method vary substantially among TL processes in each target subject, which can result in large standard deviations (Std). To this end, larger $p$-values were selected to indicate the significance in statistics (***$p$-value < 0.001, **$p$-value < 0.05, and *$p$-value < 0.1). Since TO and OLS was computed once in each target subject, statistical analysis of TO/OLS are only included in the multiple-single scenario (see Section 6.4.4).

6.4.4 Estimation Performances in Multiple-Single TL Process

In this subsection, performances of SO, TO, OLS, JT, FT, and SDA are compared in multiple-single processes. Table 6.2 lists $R^2$ of all listed methods in the multiple-single scenario, where for each target subject $D^{T_b}(b = 1 \cdots 8)$, the corresponding $D^S$ is composed of data from the rest seven subjects. To fully exploit the capability of neural network methods, the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is applied to tune hyper-parameters, where data of each source subject work alternatively as the validation subject in each TL process. Herein,
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Table 6.1: $R^2$ of SO, JT, FT, and SDA in single-single TL processes $D^{Sa} \rightarrow D^{Tb}$
\( (a, b = 1, 2, \ldots, 8, a \neq b) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$D^{S1}$</th>
<th>$D^{S2}$</th>
<th>$D^{S3}$</th>
<th>$D^{S4}$</th>
<th>$D^{S5}$</th>
<th>$D^{S6}$</th>
<th>$D^{S7}$</th>
<th>$D^{S8}$</th>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T1}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T2}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T3}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T4}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T5}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T6}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T7}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T8}$</td>
<td>SO</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 6.6: Statistical analysis of SO, JT, FT, and regression SDA for each target subject in the single-single transfer learning scenario (**p-value < 0.001, *p-value < 0.05, and *p-value < 0.1). TO and OLS are excluded in this figure since they are computed once in each target subject).

four hyper-parameters are selected to be optimised in SDA, including learning rate $\beta$, max training epochs $T$, loss coefficients $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$. Each hyper-parameter is given five optional values, i.e. $\beta \in [0.1, 0.05, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001]$, $T \in [25, 50, 100, 150, 200]$, $\gamma_1 \in [100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000]$, and $\gamma_2 \in [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0]$. After LOOCV, the configured hyper-parameters are applied to SDA for the target subject. Statistical analysis is shown in Figure 6.7, from which it can be indicated that regression SDA still obtains the best estimation performance in each process.
Table 6.2: $R^2$ of all listed methods in TL processes of multiple-single scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>SO</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>JT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>SDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T1}$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T2}$</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T3}$</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T4}$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T5}$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T6}$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T7}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{T8}$</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.4.5 Estimation Performances in Source Domains

Apart from better results in $D^T$, another main advantage of regression SDA over FT is that the former can maintain estimation performances in $D^S$. Theoretically, without extra guidance to tune CNN weights $W$ for original tasks, FT only learns a final point $W^*$ that yields a low error for $D^T$ but not $D^S$. This issue is also known as the catastrophic forgetting [205, 206] which is prevalent in conventional deep neural networks when learning new tasks. On the contrary, due to the special design of loss functions in regression SDA, $W^*$ can be kept in the low-error regions of both $D^T$ but not $D^S$. The differences in the optimisation of CNN weights $W$ via FT and regression SDA are illustrated in Figure 6.8.

In Figure 6.9 the overall performances of FT and regression SDA are further compared on each source domain $D^{Sa}$ after conducting TL processes to the rest seven target domains following the single-single protocol. As we can see, performances of FT on $D^{Sa}$ degraded substantially due to the catastrophic forgetting [206]. By contrast, performances of regression SDA can be maintained in a much better level for every $D^{Sa}$. Compared with FT, this advantage of regression SDA can effectively boost the model reusability among subjects. Although it is claimed that after FT a specific network could be stored for each subject separately, this strategy might be impractical in real-time applications since an
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Domain shift issues are prevalent in sEMG-based motion estimation, particularly when DL models are implemented in the inter-subject circumstance. As illustrated in Figure 6.2, a main reason is that the physiological, anatomical and biochemical characteristics of muscles are highly variable among individuals. In addition, subjects may use different muscle control strategies to produce the same movement [219, 220]. Consequently, results of SO in our experiments (Figure 6.5-6.7, Table 6.1-6.2) indicate that models trained with sEMG from previous subjects may fail to predict accurately on a new subject, which results in a great challenge to the practical application of myoelectric control. In previous litera-

Figure 6.7: Statistical analysis of SO, TO, OLS, JT, FT, and SDA on eight target subjects in the multiple-single TL process (**p-value < 0.001, **p-value < 0.05, *p-value < 0.1).

An extra step is then required to distinguish which subject the testing data should belong to.

6.5 Discussion
6.5 Discussion

Figure 6.8: Optimisations of CNN weights via FT and regression SDA. The low-error region of two domains will become closer or more overlapped in regression SDA due to the reduction of domain discrepancy.

ures many efforts have been reported to enhance the model generalisation among individuals, including both machine learning approaches [125, 126, 134, 137, 221] and deep learning ones [80, 140, 147]. However, most of these works mainly focused on the hand gestures recognition rather than kinematics estimation, where specific designs were proposed for the classifier or to match classification strategies.

To this end, the regression SDA is proposed to reduce domain shift effects on CNN performances in the inter-subject kinematics estimation. According to the experiment results in both single-single and multiple-single scenario it can be concluded that 1) by exploiting information of both source and target domains, the proposed SDA can outperform baseline methods significantly; 2) with help of the discrepancy losses, SDA can further surpass JT which simply combines labelled data of two domains; 3) due to the effectiveness of automatic feature extraction via CNN, deep learning methods, i.e. JT/FT/SDA, are better than OLS which depends heavily on the quality of hand-crafted features; 4) different from FT which suffers from the catastrophic forgetting in the source domains, SDA can maintain good performances in two domains and thus boost the model reusability among subjects.
6.5 Discussion

Figure 6.9: Statistical analysis of FT and regression SDA for each source subject in the single-single transfer learning scenario (**p-value < 0.001).

6.5.1 Application of SDA in Cross-Task Transfer

Another interesting observation of SDA is that $D_{\text{train}}^T$ and $D_{\text{test}}^T$ might be able to come from different tasks. In particular, participants were asked to perform two contractions: 1) wrist flexion (WF) to move the wrist towards to the palm side and then return to neutral position; 2) wrist extension (WE), which starts from neutral position, move the wrist towards to the back-hand side and then return to neutral position. Apparently, both features (muscle activation denoted by sEMG) and labels (wrist angles) are different between two tasks. Herein, both $D^S$ and $D_{\text{test}}^T$ are composed of data from WE, whilst $D_{\text{train}}^T$ is obtained from WF. In our experiment, it was empirically found that TO, OLS, and FT all performed very poorly since they only utilised $D_{\text{train}}^T$ which is irrelevant to $D_{\text{test}}^T$. Therefore, performances of SO, JT, and SDA were particularly compared. Figure 6.10 illustrates the statistical results in the multiple-single scenario, from which it can be found that SDA outperforms both JT and SO significantly ($p$-value < 0.05 for $R^2$). Interestingly, there is no significance between JT and SO, indicating that...
6.5 Discussion

Figure 6.10: Statistical analysis of SO, JT, and SDA in multiple-single TL processes when $D_{\text{train}}^T$ and $D_{\text{test}}^T$ are from two tasks (**p-value < 0.05, *p-value < 0.1). Specifically, $D^S$ and $D_{\text{test}}^T$ are composed of data from wrist extension, whilst $D_{\text{train}}^T$ is obtained from wrist flexion.

A simple addition of the irrelevant $D_{\text{train}}^T$ may not benefit the transfer learning between different tasks.

6.5.2 Comparison of UDA and SDA

As aforementioned, domain adaptation can be divided into SDA and UDA approaches [122]. Different from SDA, UDA is also be of significance due to the exclusion of extra hardware and time for data relabelling. In fact, our method is a framework which is suitable for both SDA and UDA. Based on the proposed two-stream CNN architecture, a UDA model can be constructed when only the source regression loss $\mathcal{L}_S$ and MMD Loss are included. This setting is similar to those proposed in [208, 209]. To be specific, the loss function of UDA can be expressed as
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The effectiveness of UDA was verified in the multiple-single scenario, and the LOOCV was applied to tune hyper-parameters $\beta$, $T$, and $\gamma_1$ ($\gamma_2$ was set to be zero in UDA) for each transfer learning process. Figure 6.11 compares the performances of SO, UDA, and SDA for each target subject. As we can see, by minimising the distribution mismatch of $D^S$ and $D^T$ in the latent space, UDA can continuously outperform SO in each target subject. However, due to the lack of target labels to provide discriminative information, the estimation results of UDA are significantly inferior to those of SDA ($p$-value $< 0.01$ for $R^2$ on the basis of ANOVA). Similarly, Xue et al. [137] found that the proposed supervised transportation map can be much more accurate than the unsupervised one in the multi-user gesture recognition, and Ameri et al. [141] stated that SDA (i.e. fine-tuning in this work) could be more useful than UDA methods in terms of the adaptation to large changes in sEMG signals. The outperformance of SDA over UDA have also been reported in other fields such as computer vision [214] and website detection [222]), etc.

6.6 Conclusions

In this study, the regression SDA is proposed to reduce domain shift effects on CNN performances in the inter-subject circumstance. Based on the two-stream structure, data in both source and target subject can be exploited simultaneously. By adding the discrepancy loss in model training, distribution divergences between two domains can be effectively minimised. The main merit of regression SDA compared with fine-tuning can be summarised as 1) it further improves the estimation accuracy with very limited data in the target domain; 2) it also maintains good performance in original domain and thus boosts the model reusability. Currently, the regression SDA was only examined using offline analysis. In the future work, the real-time usability will be further investigated via online exper-
6.6 Conclusions

Figure 6.11: Comparison of SO, UDA, and SDA for each target subject in the multiple-single TL processes. The average $R^2$ for three approaches are $0.22\pm0.23$, $0.43\pm0.16$, and $0.67\pm0.06$, respectively.

ments such as the Fitt’s law test. Besides, it is also interesting to validate our method in addressing domain shift effects caused by other compounding factors such as muscle fatigue, arm position changes or electrode shift, etc.

Currently, the costs of hardware set-up and computations during recalibration is still a limitation of the proposed SDA, and there might be some solutions to address these disadvantages. Firstly, quantisation approaches [223] have been widely investigated in recent years to reduce the computation load of CNN models, and will be further explored to enhance SDA approaches in our future work. Secondly, the hardware setups in this experiment can also be further simplified by using the armband for sEMG detection [147] and Leap Motion Controller [45] which provides a cheap and efficient way to track the joint angles as labels. With the acceleration of computation and the simplification of hardware set-up, it can further benefit users by requesting fewer trials for recalibration via SDA.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

Herein we summarise the research work conducted in this thesis, conclude the major contributions, and provide recommendations for further development of DL techniques in upper-limb myoelectric systems.

7.1 Conclusions

To develop intuitive and multi-functional myoelectric systems, DL is now becoming a research hotspot in the decoding of human movement intentions from sEMG. However, due to the complexity of upper-limb motions and the non-stability of sEMG signals, decoding performances of DL are still greatly hindered in practical applications. Following the objectives mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis presented a number of efforts with respect to the usability of DL-based motion estimation, mainly focusing on the improvement of recognition reliability and user-safety, the building of effective regression schemes to better enable SPC, and the reduction of domain shift impacts on DL in the inter-subject scenario. Technical achievements of this thesis can be summarised as below:

1) Confidence estimation for CNN-based gesture recognition: Since user-safety is critical to myoelectric systems, it is highly desirable that unconfident recognition can be identified to avoid potential risks. To this end, Chapter 3 demon-
strated a confidence estimation model for CNN-based gesture recognition. Specifically, the proposed model worked to predict the probability of correctness, i.e. ConfScore, for each classification of CNN. A novel objective function was designed to train parameters of the model. After confidence estimation, a threshold-based rejection process was then applied to reject erroneous classifications. Considering that improper threshold selections can either result in too many recognition errors or a too high control lag, a comprehensive metric was proposed to consider both rejection efficiency and cost. The superiority of ConfScore to commonly used confidence features was firstly verified using data from both six public databases. To further evaluate ConfScore in real-time experiments, an online platform was specifically developed. To summarise, by using confidence-based rejection, the error rate of CNN was reduced significantly with limited loss of correct classifications, thereby enhancing the reliability of PR-based control effectively.

2) **CNN-LSTM hybrid framework for joint kinematics estimation:** Different from PR approaches that provide discrete predictions on upper-limb movements, regression methods focus on the establishment of a continuous mapping function between sEMG and joint kinematics, and thereby can help to enable a more fluent and natural control scheme. To further improve the regression performances, Chapter 4 introduced a CNN-LSTM hybrid model that combines deep feature extraction and sequence regression efficiently, such that the temporal-spatial correlations of sEMG can be fully exploited. Based on experiments in both intra-session and inter-session scenarios, the proposed hybrid framework was verified to outperform CNN, LSTM and several representative ML approaches, especially when complex wrist movements were activated in multi-DOFs. In contrast to conventional CNN-LSTM interfaces which have to train CNN and LSTM jointly, our framework exploited a separate training strategy such that the computational efficiency and model feasibility could be further improved. In addition, visual exploration was conducted to analyse the distribution of both CNN features and hand-crafted features, providing a deeper insight on the advantage of feature learning in joint kinematics estimation.

3) **LSTM-based Kalman filter to enhance sequence regression:** Estimation per-
formances of DL can be negatively impacted by noisy measurements of neural activities. By contrast, Kalman filter, which fuses the information of internal transition model and external observation model, can be less affected by measurement noise during the recursive process. In this context, Chapter 5 proposed LSTM-KF to further enhance the sequence regression on high-level features extracted by CNN. Specifically, LSTM-KF adopts the computational graph of Kalman filter but estimates parameters of the transition/observation model and the Kalman gain from data using LSTM modules. With this process, the advantages of Kalman filter and LSTM can be exploited jointly. Herein, the newly proposed two-step hybrid structure, i.e. DKFN, was shown to be more effective than CNN-LSTM in the experiments of both wrist and fingers kinematics estimation.

4) Inter-subject domain adaptation in CNN-based regression scheme: Characteristics of sEMG are highly variable among individuals even when signals are measured from the same location with the same motion. Therefore, a pre-trained DL model often degrades substantially when testing on a new subject. To reduce the domain shift effect in the inter-subject scenario, Chapter 6 demonstrated a novel SDA method for CNN-based kinematics estimation. Specifically, a two-stream CNN with shared weights was established to exploit source and target sEMG data simultaneously, such that domain-invariant features could be extracted. To tune CNN weights, both regression losses and a domain discrepancy loss were employed. In particular, the latter is combined of MMD loss and $R_{Contrastive}$ loss, where MMD minimises the distribution mismatch of two different domains in the latent space, and $R_{Contrastive}$ provides more discriminative deep features to further boost domain alignment. Experiment results illustrated that regression SDA outperformed the commonly used fine-tuning method in both single-single and multiple-single TL scenarios. Meanwhile, it maintained much better performances than fine-tuning in the original domain.
7.2 Future Work

Despite the progresses achieved in this thesis to promote the robustness, adaptation and reliability of DL techniques, several emerging issues need to be further explored for advancing the development of myoelectric systems. In this section, some research interests in the future work will be discussed.

7.2.1 Data Augmentation

Compared with conventional ML, DL normally has more parameters to train and thereby requires an larger number of labelled data to avoid over-fitting. However, in the context of myoelectric control, generating an extensively large dataset for each subject is a complicated and even unpleasant experience for both patients and researchers due to tiredness in data acquisition, cleaning and labelling. Therefore, data augmentation can be employed to inflate the amount and diversity of available data based on existing datasets. Up to now, a few strategies have been proposed in the previous literature, including the addition of Gaussian noise [40, 42], shift of sEMG images [41], domain specific augmentation such as the electrode displacement [175, 224], and the generation of synthetic data [225]. As suggested by Tsinganos et al. [226], it is of vital importance to select appropriate augmentation methods and data sizes to provide adequate and diverse information for DL models. However, so far this topic has not been fully studied. In addition, the generative adversarial network (GAN) and its variations have been primarily investigated to generate EEG signals for data augmentation [227], which may inspire further attempts in DL-based myoelectric control.

7.2.2 Neuromorphic Computing

The success of DL is centred around long-term training and the use of dedicated GPU hardware [228]. However, computational load, associated with the power consumption, can be another critical issue for the wearability of myoelectric control. On the one hand, increases in model complexity, processing
steps (e.g. the post-processing and data augmentation), and the information size (multi-modal fusion, high-density data acquisition, etc.) result in a larger computational cost. On the other hand, wearable systems suffer significantly from limited processing resources and the space available for batteries. Furthermore, it is desirable that the processing time can be reduced as much as possible to produce timely commands for actuators. To address this contradiction, researchers start to investigate neuromorphic computing which exhibit desirable properties including analogue computation, low power consumption, fast inference, event-driven processing, online learning, and massive parallelism [229]. Some primary efforts of neuromorphic computing in myoelectric control can be found in [230–233]. Compared with the traditional ML pipeline, the proposed system exhibited increased inference time and a lower power consumption. Note that it is now possible to design mixed digital-analogue systems [232] to enable conventional ML/DL models in neuromorphic computing, the combination of two techniques can be further explored in myoelectric control.

### 7.2.3 Immersive Training

As aforementioned, it is always a complex and tedious work to build qualified dataset for sufficient training of ML/DL models. In addition, due to domain shift impacts, model re-calibration, or even re-training, is commonly urged to maintain the estimation accuracy in practical applications and dynamic scenarios. Apparently, it can cause non-negligible burdens for end-users that lacks experience and expertise to collect data properly. Therefore, the involvement of professionals in model training, particularly via a simple, inexpensive and convenient manner, is of importance. A possible solution to the above issue is the immersive training that provides an more engaging and interactive environment during in-home practice. The development of immersive training strategies have evolved from simple graphical user interfaces (GUI) to virtual avatars of real-time practice [234], including the display of sEMG signals as visual feedback [235], designs of computer games [236], and the control of prosthetic simulators [234, 237]. More recently, the implementation of virtual-reality (VR) [238] and augmented-reality
(AR) [239] have gained considerable attentions. By using immersive training, remarkable improvements of PR scheme have been reported in several real-time tests [234]. To summarise, immersive training can potentially increase the motivation of users for data collection and the experience of real-time control. Therefore, more effective immersive training strategies and related design of hardware can be further investigated.
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